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Preface

The 1960s and 1970s were characterized in language teaching by the
deelopment and strengthening of professional associations, and by the
establishment J f realist iL goals w hich each of the more tlun one hundred
natiowl, regional, stateind local organizations multilingual and
unilingual stries to accomplish_ The 1980s needs to be the decade in

hiLh language-specific independence is subordinated to our profes-
sional unity. Tlie theme of the 1982 Central States Conference, "Foreign
Languages and English as a Second Language. From Monologue to
Dialogue," is a significant step along that path.

The 1()82 Conference, VIsi at the Galt House in Louisville, Ken-
tucky . brought together teachers and scholars from the "Traditional
Clientele" for Central States i.e., French, German, Latin, Spanish,
etc. as well as from the field of English as a Second Language, the
fastest growing language-teaching area in Nol th America. Participants
shared ideas and expeiiences and learned from one another. It is clear
from the papers in this volume that the ties ttut bind us as language
teachers are and should be much stronger tfian those which divide us.
In a world of interdependence, teachers of languages, literaturesind
cultures can nuke a ditTerence in the quillity of life on this phnet, but
only through a Looperative effort. In a small way, the 1 982 Central
States Conference has sought to further that goal.

Howard B. Altthan and
Robert C. Lafayette
1982 Progrwn Co-Chairpersons
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Introduction
Alan Garfinkel
Purdue Un;versity, Lafayette:Indiana

The theme of the 1982 Central States Conference on the Teaching of
Foreign Languages, "FL and ESL: From Monologue to Dialogue,"
recognizes a chain of events and a need that have acquired unprece-
dented significance over the last twenty to twenty-five years. The chain
or events began with a marked increase in numbers of students of
limited English profkiency at all levels. It has continued with numerous
proposed responses and, at best, varying levels of success. In most
schools, the foreign language teacher has been the person called upon to
make these responses, some of which. have been with the benefit of
spticific training in the teaching of English as a Second Language ilnd
some of which have been without. The need is the one to which the
conference theme refers- the need for dialogue between foreign lan-
guage teachers who have students of limited English proficiency and
specifically trained ESL teachers at all levels. It is in the hope of begin-
n,ng to fulfill that need that the 1982 Central States Conference on the
Teaching of Foreign Languages has called foreign language teachers
together to discuss the problems of teaching students of limited English
proficiency with the assistance of ESL specialists. This the composi-
tion of the group that assembled in Louisville on 22-24 April 1982.
The papers presented in this volume are a sampling of the discussions
that took place there. For the most part, they represent thoughts of
foreign language teachers that are intended to be useful in a continued
dialogue on the teaching of ESL one from which both foreign language
and ESL teachers may one day benefit.

*Limitations of space make it impossible to print all the papers
presented at the Conference. Those presented here are the editors'
selet,t ions of written representations of the conference proceedings that
lend themselves to the limits imposed by the Conference's annual pub-
lication schedule. Nct surprisingly, many of the papers are concerned
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with development of the basic language skills in general and the speak-
ing skill in particular. These skills have been primary concerns of FL
and ESL teachers alike. Other papers focus on the curricular framework
that serves as an organizer for those skills.

Snyder and DeSelms begin the volume with practical suggestions on
teaching the speaking skills. They propose ways to stimulate target lan-
guage speech with formats, games, and classroom dynamics.

KOnig and Vernon discuss the speaking skill` in terms of a college
course. Those who have difficulty in fitting stimuli for communicative
ability into thanOntext will find their work useful.

Strauber, an, experienced secondary teacher, suggests practical pro-
cedures for individualizing instruction by making it possible lo ocLupy
small groups in a variety of exercises and games.

Magnan* proposes that corrgction be reserved for those errors that
are known to cause negative reaction among native speakers. She
describes a procedure for making that deterMination in French and
points out the value of overlooking errors that do not impede com-
munication.

Nerenz and Knop measured the effects of various classroom group-
ings on student learning. They make it clear that these groupings
have a marked effect.

Latorre and Garfinkel present the details of information transfer
techniques in the teaching of reading and listening. These techn;ques
are widely known in the ESL field but are much newer to FL textbooks.

Voght presents what one might call "Spanish for Special Purposes,"
The English for Special Purposes (ESP) movement is well known in the
ESL field. Much has been written about it. Much less has been written
about applications of the special-purposes curriculum to foreign lan-
guages.

Wilkins and Boswau propose curriculum for interdisciplinary courses
that'enable language classes to employ the arts. literary, plastic, and
muskal. Their rationale and infohnation may also be used in ESL
classes where work on prevocational skills, etc., is not appropriate.

Muyskens and Berger recognize that a problem common to teachers
of Fl. and ESL alike is articulation between secondary and post-
secondary levels of instruction. They describe a four-step procedure for
improving articulation.
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Strashenn points oat that many teachers !mei voiced concern with
the %%ays an at.alemic year of instruction begins, but that the end of the

Nyear gets insufficient attention. She describes ways to end the year
positively, painlessly, and pleasurably."

These papers are presented as cimtributions toward the process or
developing a stronger and more frequently utilized dialogue between
the ESL and FL fields. While they represent no more than a beginning
or that dialogue, it is hoped that other groups will carry the process
further ,0 that a future Central States Conference may one day make
cidditional t.ontributions to a highly developed FL/ESL exchange ot'
ideas.
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Creatiw 'Student.,
Centered Communication:

w Activities for Foreign-
and Second-Language Classrooms

Barbara Snyder
Normandy Nig!) School,.Parma, Ohio

Carolann DeSelms
Ohio Dominican College;,Columbus, Ohio

Most language teachers today acknowledge the need to help their
students reach the goal of communicative competence in the target
language. A problem, however, is that many tcraehers trained to teach
for audio-lingual linguistic ,goals arc unaware of the potential and
utility of communicat lye tecimiques in promoting language learning.

1.or many of us who were taught a foreign language through it structure-
molted approaLh, the ability to foeus on mtaning during performance
may not have developed al all during classroom learning. Our formal
course may have kit us with a large corpus of "pre-communicative"
knowledge and shills.1

This article, therefore, offers not only some rationale for teaching for
communication. but also some classroom management procedures that
encourage k, unimunkation In the target language and sonic coinmunica-
to, c aLt is it ks t hat hase been sto.A.essrU4 implemented in the classroom.

That hinguage learning hwolves more than drill is a well-known
aphorism since Sas ignon's 1972 study,' but is one that is well worth
repeating. Numerous educators have pointed out that it is not enough
to practice the language, it is also necessary to apply it.

ommuni,ative onipcteme theorists made the obvious, but previously
unobserved, point that students learn to 4, ummunkale only when they
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engagc in cOmuunicative aowities. As an additional step beyond straight
memorization of dialogues and drills, students must have daily activities
that encourage and allow them.to engage in realistic conversation.3

-_,
Paulston and Selekman' distinguish four ph/ase., ut language instruction.
mechanical drills, meaningful drills. co, mmunicative drills, and inter-
actiOn activities. Thef recommend that language patterns being learned
should be taken thrOugh all four phases and that, "connnunicative drills
shod} be present in the dlassrodm within the first week of a beginning
course and communication activitia not later than the third week."6
As soon as possible, the teacher must kad the students into situations
in which they can interact using the languate they are learning in
meaningful ways.

Rivers8 distinguishes between skill-getting activities (practice) and
skill-using activities (application), but includes pseudocommunication
activities as part of skill-getting, and interaction as part of skill-using
from the beginning of language study. Gaudiani' says that tedious
repetition, tension-produeing pattern drills, and methodical inevitability
in oral exercises dampen enthusiasm, spread boredom, and provide an
easy and fairly safe atmosphere for mental escape. Sl i,! recommends
a participatory classroom in which students are involved meaningfully
in all aspects of language learning. .

"Focus on form" and "focus on meaning" are*not mutually exclu-
sive alternatives, according to Littlewood,8 but a matfer of varying
emphasis. He offers a continuum that classifies the focus of the student.
In "focus on forth," student attention is focused on linguistic structure;
in "focus on form (plus meaning)," in which eXercises are cortextual-
ized, students 1):.reeive a potential function in reaLcommunication, in
"focus on meaning (plus form)," students focus on the communicative
purpose of the activities in' which there is an information gap and a
reason for overcoming it; and in "focus on meaning," students use
creative language for sharing knowledge, for problem solving, or to
meet a tfue communicative need. A single student may be at different
points on the continuum for different patterns, and during- any single

, class activity, different students may focus on meaning at different
levels. Rather than a progression from easy to difficult, attention to
meaning or concern for form may be present in different combinations
at any stage of language learning, and by manipulating the variables of

i i
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form and,meaning, the teadier can enhance progress toward communi-
cation.

Moskowitt. note . that "students today want learning to be personal,
meaning(ul. and helpful to them in daily life."9 Relevance is important
in learning a language. it.is equally important in enhancing student
self-image. Through meaniitul personal involvement. both linguistic
and communkative competence are, strengthened as well as student
self:esteem. and they in turn encourage greater meaningful, personal
involvement in the language learning process.

l'our 1,haracteristit.s of language competence identified by Stern I°
are form. meaning, t.ommunkativeness, and t.reativeness. Ile states that
negled of any of these areas may be frustrating to the good language
learner. even at the beginning of language study. DeSelms" specifically
utes neglect of aeativity as limiting the means by which students arrive
.mt communKat iv e t.ompe ten Le and as limiting the scope of the coM.
munik,ative experie Ike. Provision for reative winmunication in lan-
guage classes gives language learners the powerful motivating f.a.tors of
expressing their own ideas and of finding new ideas to be expressed.
Personal interpretation of experieme and a, desire to share that inter-
pretation make the opportunity to express oneself through a language .1
compelling aspect of the language encounter.

The communication model and adivities that follow stein from
three assumpt cons about language learning and language function
derived from the foregoing rationale, I) Language is a personal tool
for expressing one's thoughts. 2) t.onlInullit..1 (ion entails intrapersonal
as well as interpersonal ext.hange." and 3) linguistic and t.ommunkative
skills may be learned concurrently.

A Communication Model

In spite of widespread agreement that t.ommunicative activities are
important in the foreign language classroom, a disczepancy between stu-
dent.' knowledge of the vocabulary and grammar of the language and
then ability to use the language to express themselves continues to exist.
For te.o.hers who have not had experience in hnpkmenting comnmni-
Lame adivities in the classroom, a model that allows students to use
the target language in conununo.ative situations may be helpful as a
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step toward alleviating this disaepancy among the students. Schulz and
Bartz cite three conditions that appear to be necessary for communica-
tive competence to develop.

First, the student needs authen.lc, meaningful life situations in which to
practice the language, second, he needs the motivation to express himself,
and third, he needs the freedom to use the language and to create and
experiment linguistiLally in a supportive classroom environment without
fear of ridicule, being rewarded for the content of what he says, rather
than having the teacher -eeoil at his errors) 3

A small-group model helps to generate these conditions so that creative
communication may occur. While the students need mew ngful
situations that closely resemble normal conversational settings, the
usual classroom model does not offer realistic communicative oppor-
tunities., Most real communication does not take place between two

_people with 25 or more others listening, not to what is being said, but
rather to how it is being said. Students need to practice talking and
listening in groups of the size that they will most often encounter in
non";lassroom situations, and they need to practice' talking and listening
to their peers as well as to the teacher.

The small-group model also provides substantially greater interaction
time for students than does the wholeclassroom model. In a group of
four, each student practices one-fourtli of the time, while in a class of
30, the student practices one-thirtieth of the time. Even when, pessi-

.mistically, one half of the time is lost in small groups because of less
teacher control or student "goofing-off," a one-minute recitation per
student w,oukl take eight minutes in small groups and 30 minutes in a
wholeLlass situation. The time saved by a small-group model can be
utilized for additional practice activities, for games, stories, songs,
and other extras that teachers often do not have time to schedule.

For the teacher the factop of time and realism may be important,
but for the student the most important factor in small-group com-
munication is the inherent meaningfulness that it allows. Each student
has the opportunity to express his or her answers, ideas, opinions, or
values in a less threatening situation than a whole-class atmosphere
conveys 'and to practice a question, answer, statement, or comment

40,
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without overt c. covert teacher evaluation of first attempts. Students
are usually more willing -to convey realistic and personalized informa-
tion to a small4roup of peers than they would in the more impersonal
and judgmental atmosphere of 4 large group. According to Snyder,"
the small Foup is the favorite activity level of students: Tfiey "like
small-group aLtivities becatfse they get a chance to participate much
more frequently, . gain more,Lonfidence with he language in a non-
threatening situation, and enjoy communicating with their peers in the
target language."15

The number of students in a group influences the patterns of corn-
. munication and the amount of interaction. At the university level,

groups of five to eight May fuuLtion effectively, but teachers who use
snwll-group models at the secondary level usually find that a group size
of two to four is most effective since groups of five or more often break
down into smaller groups and/or fail to utilize the practice time con-
struct ively,

Communication Platt A

In one useful conummication plan based on a group or four,
students are seated so that two students who sit faLing each other are
seated next to another two students who also face eatil other (Figure
1.0). In Phase One of the interaction, the students seated across from
eat.h other talk (Figure 1.1), in Phase Two the students seated next to
each other talk (Figure 1.2), and in Phase Three thee students seated
diagolully talk (Figure 1,3). In Phase Four, all four students interact.

In one appliLation of this model, students practice the same activity
during ea,..11 of the first three phdses, but with intsedsing competence
as they progress through the phases talking to a different student each
time.

In another applkation or this plan, in Phase One students share
their own information with eat.h other information about their own
ideasittitudes, or beliefs, statements about their own lives, families,
frrends, interests, or aLtiliities, their own persoiulized and individualized
thoughts. In Phase Two the students pass on third-person inforimition
about their prodous partner to their new partner. This information, of
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course, is real information about someone they know personally. In
Phase Three students use second-person questions, either to verify
Phase Two information or to ask for additional ,information. In Phase
Four the students agree on shared information that is reported to the
class in first-persoh plural statements, or whenthey don't agree, in
third-Hrson plural statements about other students in the group.

Students using this application to practice the verb to have, for
example, might make the following statements:
Phase One A tells B: I have three cats.

C.tells D: I have a dog, a bicycle, and a stereo.
Phase Two B tells D: Angela has three cats.
Phase Three D asks A: Do you have three cats?

A answers: Yes.

Phase Four B reports:
1

We all have cats except Chris.
Chris has a dog.
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Communication Plan B

In another useful communication plan, four students are seated in a
square or a karcle. Each student in turn shares a set of statvents with
the group. After all the students have contributed, each student must
be able to recall at least one statement made by each of the other
stddents.

Students using this communication plan to practice telling time
might say the following:

Student A. I get home from school at 4:30, I eat supper at 5:30, and
I watch TV at 8:00.

Student B: I eat at 5, I study. from 5.30 to 7, and I listen to recor(ls at
7.

Student C: I get home at 4:15. I eat at 5, and I work from 6 to 10.

Student I). I practice basketball until 6, I get home at 6:30, and I

eat at 6:45.
Student A. Barb and Chris, you eat at 5. Don. you eat at 6:45, right?

Student B: (cajled on by teacher to report to class)
Angela gets home at 4:30. Chris works from 6 to 10. Don
plays basketball until 6.

Communication Plan C

In a similar plan, the four students, are again seated in a square or
circle and are asked to share several seatements with the group, but
instead of girmg all the statements together, students take turns sharing
one item at a time. Students continue to take i,:rns until all items hare
been shared, and then eaa student must be able to recall at least one
statement made by each of the other students.

Sea ting for Small Groups

Students seated and working in small groups get to know each other
very quickly Ind while this has the advantage of developing the in-
formal atmosphere necessary for real conversation, it also has dis-
advantages. First, the students get to know each other too well and
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spend more time off-task talking in their first language. Second, a spirit
of competition between established groups develops, which is then a

hindrance to whole-class activities. For optimal use of a small-group
model, therefore, it is recommended that the class be feseated at least
once a month. Some suggestions Tor varied seat assignments are:

Seat alphabetically by their target language name.
1. Seat alphabetically by their middle name.
3. Seat alphabetically by the name of the street on which they

live.

4. Seat numerically by house number or apartment number.
5 Seat numerically by the last four numbers of their phone mimber.
6. Seat according to their birthdays or zodiac signs.

Put vocabulary words in a boxln sets of four (the names of' four
animals:four colors, four seasons, four types of Turniture, four
sports. etc.). have students draw a word from the box, and seat
them according to the set that the word they have drawn belongs
to. (The student who draws the, word blue, fur example., sits
with the others who have (Irawn words for colors.)

Students generally pekeb, e stkh seating plans to be fair, especially since
they awid the Libeling or stereotyping that aLcompanies homogeneous
grouping. The use of impartial seating arrangements helps students to
get to know most of the other students in the class at a more personal
level than ocLurs in most academic classes. It establishes a group rap-
port and a class Lamaraderie within which students feel freer to com-
municate meaningfully in the target language.

Snull groups proride situations for stimulating ideas as well as for
communkating them. They provkle a friendly environtnent in which
students can derelop ideas starting at the intrapersonal level, and then
make these ideas known to others. In recommending utilizatiOn of a

!soup model in the language classroom, Baker points out that,
"the dLvelopment of the student's ability to communicate actively in
the tafget langtiage . . . requires large amounts of student-to-student
interaction in meaningful situations."" The meaningful situation
provides the key for intrapersonaf communication to develop, and the
student-to-student model provides the incentive for interpersonal
communkation. Baker also maintains that "there is little that is done in

if
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the whole-class situation that cannot be done at least as well, ana in
many cases better, in small groups.' The follo4ing section, therefore,
suggests specific small-group activities to develop language as self-
expression and to practice sharing with others through language.

Creative Student-Centered Activities

While many of the followingctivities are highly structured for use
in the beginning-level Llassroom, they encourage student self-expression
in seleding language to be used appropriately in specific communicative
situations, they allow the students to select and 'recombine language
into new expressions that the student may not have used previously:
and they may allow the student to develop new ideas that may be com-
municated by using known language and language patterns.

The activities have been grouped into three categories: giving
information, getting information from others, and extending and
imagining.°

Giving Information

The following activities require narration of specific existing

inforRation. Most students will have information available in order to
participate in the activity, hut alternatives should be provided for those
who don't. The teacher must select the activities that best fit the topic
being studied in dass, that best suit the Lharader and personality of the
students involved, and that can best be accomplished by students at a
given level of' proficiency.
Snapshots. StuJents bring a snapshot to class of their family, a friend,
a pet, their house, a vacation picture, their own baby picture, a party, a
dance, a concert,, or a picnic they've attended; and tell their group
about it.
Show and tell. Students bring an object from home such as an example
of their hobby, an unusual possession, a favorite book, a record, an
article of Llothing, something from the kitchen, something from the
bathroom, or something they use such as a bottle opener or scissors;
and describe or explain it to the group.
A secret. Students describe something about themselves that the others
don't know, or something they know that the others don't know. After
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the group has learned the others' secrets, one student tells the class one
of these secrets and the rest of the class tries to guess whose secret it is.
Reverse culture. Students in a foreign language class describe an Ameri- P

can cultural topic without using the English words for it and the other
students in the group try to guess what it is. Examples are a slumber
party, cheerleading, a hayride, being grounded, a pep rally, homeroom,
brunch, being stir-crazy, rolling a house, going trick-or-treating, Of tail-
gating. Students in an ESL classroom describe a custom from their
native country that is not observed here.
The media. Students describe something they've read in a book, a

magazine, or a newspaper, or something they've seen in a movie, on TV,
at a concert, at,a play, at a game, or at a dance.
Personal events. Students describe a happy, sad, or exciting memory;
something unusual, frightening, embarrassing, or fantastic that happened
to them; a birthday, a club meeting, a job, a performance, or a class
activity in which they have participated.
Personal knowledge. Students tell something that they hare special
knowledge about such as a hobbymother class, how to do something,
or something they have written, experienced, invented, made, or
created.
Retelling. Students retell a children's story; a clean, translatable joke
(see children's magazines), a famous historical event, or a legend.
Making lists. Students make lists based on a grammar or vocabulary
topic. Some examples are lists of famous people and adjectives that
describe them, of famous TV personalities and what they would wear,
things that can be opened and closed, things that can be put on and
taken al, things that can be bought in a drugstore, things that make
them happy, things they did y esterday , things they ought to do, things
they can do, etc. Students then share their lists with each other.
Time line. Students list six or more events on a selected topic, such as
the most important twents in their life, the best year of their life, the
most important clients in one school year, or events from a summer
vacation. Students draw time Faes and illustrate them with drawings or
magazine pictures. (Cut an 81,2." by I I" sheet of paper in half crosswise
and tape the pietes together so that students have 5Y2'' by 17" papers
for their time lines.) Then have students share t (ir time lines with
other s udents.

u
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Getting Information from Others

The activities in this category give students praaice in ways to get
information rather than to give it.
Guessing games. Students think of one item from a given category. such
as a place, a famous person, a household object, a school object, a
leisure-time activity, an occupation, etc.ind the other students in the
group try to guess what it is.
Getting acquainted. Students aie given a list based on a vocabulary or
grammar topic and must ask questions or other students to find out
who fits each statement on the list. Examples or lists are times at which
they do various thingsictiv Ries done on W e ek e nd s . places students
or subjects the students are studying.
Mini-bingo. Using a list of 10 to 15 items (articles or clothing, kinds of
food, adjectives that describe, or sports and games), ask students to

select three or four (those they like best, those they have experienced
most recently, or those they do most often) vithout letting the other
students know what items they are selecting. Two students take turns
asking eaa other questions about the items on the list, each student
trying to be the first to discover what items the other has selected.
Getting to know you. One student asks another student a series of
specific quest ions that require Yes-No a nsw ers tint il a specified minimum
number of Yes answeis has been gn en. Questions should be specific
rather than general. "Do you eat spinach?" or "Do you eat at six
o'clock?" instead of "Do you eat?" Students then report on each
other's affirmative answers.
Writing notes. hvo students w rite questions and then exchange papers.

['hey first write an answer to the other's question and then write
another question. Thcy exchange papers again and repeat the process.
After a predetermined number of questions and answers b as been
written, they share the results with the group or with the class.
Mini-interviews. Students prepaN a brief list of questions (four to eight
is sufficient) on a grammar or vocabulary topic and take turns interview-
ing each other using these questions. For example, on the topic of cars,
students might ask about the color of the ear, the age of the car, who
drives, who drives most, where they go in the car, how many cars the
family has, and what their favorite car is.
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Extending and Imagining

The acti,ities that follow ask for extensions. implications, opinions.
creativity, or imagination. Sime there are no specifik. correct answers,
the teacher should allow brainstorming as long as communication
occurs.
Pictures and posters. Students tell what is implied by or what can be
inferred from the picture rather than what is actually seen.
Objects. Students make as many statements as possible using the
word for an objeLt, or students make as many statements as possible
about the object vi ithout using the word for the object. Students think
of as many uses for the object as possible.
Reactions. Students give as many implications, reactions, or conse-
quences of a statement as possible. If the teacher says, "There's an
assembly tomorrow," what would the stuhnts reaction statements
be? Students nuy be asked to bring statements to class for others'
reactions, such as "Baseball is boring."
Basket. case. Write single words on slips of paper and put the slips in
a basket or box. Each group of students must draw a specific number of
words (five to ten is sufficient) and then use those words t 1 create a
sentence or paragraph.
Basket analogies. Students draw two nouns from a basket, then list their
similarities and differences. Usihg the similarities and difi,.trences.
students write sentences that give an analoo,', a simile, or a metaphor.
For example, students who draw the words bouA and highway writ: the
sentence, "A book is a highway to the past."
Arguing. Two students prepare statements in favor of tid two students
prepare stat,Anents opposing topiLs sua JS Lensursliip, the legal drink-
ing age, the 55 mph speed limit, or dress codes, and then take turns
presenting their arguments.
Sharing and supporting. Students share a predeter nined number
(three to five is sufficient) of values, suCh as wishes, beliefs, doubts,
pet peeves, opinions, such IS things they think are beautiful, cruel,
inspirational, or trivial, or feelings, such as things that cause happiness,
sadness, frustration, satisfactiont'or pride.
Opposites. Each of two students in a group makes a list of nouns
assotiated with a pair of opposite adjectives such as lwppy-sad, ugly-
pretty, or fun-boring. After exchanging the lists with two students from ,

another grotthey then think of sentences in ;hich the opposite

21
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adjectives are applied to the nouns. For example, think of something
happy associated with ea,:h of the "sad" nouns. Finally, the students
share the sentences with the group.
Figure interpretation. Students are shown an ink blot, a geometric
figure, or an abstract painting, and asked to interpret it by answering
questions sua as w hat or whom they see in the visual, what feeling it
conveys (Is it peaceful, frightening, cold, warm, exciting, shocking?),
what its deeper meaning might be. or how they might describe it to
someone else.
Sentence expansion. Each group is assigned a letterind students are
given three to five minutes to list as many words as possible that begin
with that letter and sound. Then they are given five to ten minutes to
write senteikes that wntain as many words beginning with that letter
as possible. The groups' favorite sentences are shared with the class.
Making lists. Students list as many responses as possible to an un-
expeLted situation or activity, such as the things they could do on a
Friday night that no one else would do. what they did not do on their
saiinner vacation, or reasons why their homework will be perfect
tomorrow, Students take turns sharing their best responses with the
group or with the class.
Voting. Students name their favorite from a category (sport, TV
program. movie, group. food, color, actor or actress). and from a list of
everyone's favorites, students vote to determine the top two for a
runoff. Each student must prepare a statement about one of the top
two telling why that wie is best. After students havt, had a chance to
presmt their rationales to the Llassi vote is taken to determint the
class favorite At the end of the year, prepare a Llass yearbook with all
the favorites.
Problem solving. Students take a problem and brainstorm for so'utions.
Rank-order the solutions they suggest. Problems may Lome from Ann
Landers or Dear Abby Lolumns, from student suggestions, from the
sLhool newspaper, from national polls, or 'from student-level magazines.
Role-playing. Students take various roles based on typical situations
and ad them out with eaLh, other. For example, one student plays the
parent nd the other a teenager in situations involving using the car,
arriving home late, making the bed, writing letters to relatives, borrow-
ing Llothes, or asking for money. Students take the roles of teacher and
student in situations involving an explanation of why homework isn't

()
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done. asking teacher to sign a petition, explaining a past or a future
abseoce, or explaining a home situation.
Group compositions. Students are given guiding questions that provide
bask linguistk forms and suggest imaginative ',inswersind they must
colkively ..yrite a paragraph or paragraphs in response. For example,
in a Lonmosition on "Going to the Moon," the following questions
might be asked When are you going to the moon? Are you going by
roa.et, by airplane. by special bieyele, on a cloud? Who is going with
you') What are you taking for food, for Llothing. for equipment? What
are you going o see when you arrive? What are you gding to do after
you arrive? What are you going to do next and why? When will you
return to earth? What will people say when you get here?
Quickies. Sometitnes there is a one-to-three-minute time period in dash
between actiV it ies or at the beginning or end of the period. During this
time. students are asked to say something in the target language. Say
something ime to another student, say something silly, complain about
the weather, complain about school, talk to yourself out loud, or list
your five favorite words in the target language.

Communication is more than telling others something. It in\ olves
having something to tell, that is, formulating a point of view or a
personal understanding to be wnimunicated. lt involves valuing one's
own contributions and being vv illing to shale them with others. lt
means f,:.eling comfortable hi being able to tell sometlung to others and
having an opportunity to do so. It means learning to value the Lontribu-
holm of others. Language learning in small groups m it Ii at...thy e student-
Lentered attivities !mites students to explore pussibilitte;, %sithm them-
selves and with others in and through the target language.
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cp 2
Advancing "Advanced
Conversation"
Fritz H. KOnig and Nile D. Vernon
University of Northern Iowa-Cedar Falls

When a student reaches the second or third year of a language program,
he or she may enroll in a course which many schools call "Advanced
Conversation." This course title more often than not is a misnomer. It
implies that advanced, even fluent speaking in the foreign language will
take place in tly classroom. Thus, it is our experience that many
teachers consider advanced speaking ability almost a prerequisite to the
course, although it should be the course,objective. In other words, what
many teaChers expect students to bring to the course, few will have
achieved at its conclusion. This failure may be due in part to the
structure and:or content of the course. From our perspective, however,
based on several years of experimenting with many struaures and con-
tent packages for advanced conversation, the instructor .needs to
,pproach the development of this course with an awareness that most
students enrolled will probably be suffering from al: aLute lack of self-
confidence when conversing in the target language.

To pinpoint the cause of this problem is not the intent here.
Regardless of the method or methods employed, most students, after
one or two years of language instruction, probably have had broad
exposure to the language, its grammar, syntax, considerable vocabulary,
and even some of its linguistic idiosyncrasies. On paper then, they are
prepared for "Advanced Conversation." The problem is that these

cn students know the language pretty well, but will not necessarily feel
5:1 confident in trying to use that knowledge to converse. Lacking self-

confidence, the individual student fears embarrassment if' he or she
makes a mistake in front of others, especially since the student alleg-
edly knows better, oftentimes, he o- she will not try and hence will not
improve. This dilemma might be imagined symbolically as a funnel with
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a very large upper portion, but with a tiny hole at the bottom. All of
the /udent's previously acquired knowledge of the language rests, or
stagnates, in the upper portion. and the small amount of that know-
ledge he or she is able to use confidently- in conversation is that which
passes through the tiny hole.

With-lhi's insight, the instructor is ready to develop a course in
adunced conversation that will allow the student to learn to use com-
fortably and conversationally what he or she already knows.

A good way to realize this goal is to avoid using materials or course
structures 'that have as their obvious or stated objective the enhance-
ment of the student's vocabulary and command .!f grammar in the tar-
get language. Though this statement may seem illogical, we feel t hit the
use of sut.h materials and structures will only pour more ":.aowiedge"
into the top of the funnel, possibly discou -aging the student from
further study in the language because the student senses that he or she
is not orally functional and therefore becomes frustrated. Both the
material and the class structure, above all, should allow the student
to relax.

Following are the aiteria we use in developing an advanced conver-
.

sation course:

I. !lave students work in, groupyideally four to a group in a
class that should maximally have twenty students) 75 percent
or mortrof the time.
Ilave a plan for each class, as well as a master plan for the
course. 'but allow the students a major role in d,:ciding on the
direction they want to follow with the assignmetts.

III. Use only those materials that allow for Mdividual eNpression
and creativity,

IV. Ilave as the daily and long-range objectives of the" course,
a. self-improvement, and
b_ interpersonal communication. ,T

V. Require self- and peer-group evaluation.

. We will now embark on a discussion of each criterion.

1. There are many oPposing and supporting statements on small-group
work in language learning. .In our opinion the advantages outweigh
the disadvantages.

/.4)
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First, the individual student usually experiences a reduction in
tension when he or she has to perform only before three or four peers
and not the entire class, as well as the instructor. Soon a level of con-
fidence do elops in the group and self-cOnsclousness diminishes. Second,
supervision by the teat.her can be regulated. The teacher can supervise
individual or group work when it is needed, or when help is requested.
Bet the teacher may opt to stay back and allow the students within
the same group to correct each other. Since self-imp ment is one of
the stated course objectives, this correction procedure is ye important.
Usually one of the members of the group will call attention to a ror
if it is serious enough to warrant correction. Criticism is easier to accept

efrom a peer than from the,more fluent teacher who, alter all, will be
giving the final grades. Third, students working in small groups simply
speak more during the hour than they do in a whole-class setting. More
attempts t speaking will usually increase self-confidence and, with
proper corrections, ultimately accuracy.

The setting allows the instructor* an opportunity to exercise in-
dividual student-need assessthent and to shift students from one group
to onother in order to achieve a desired balance ofjinguistic and social
compatibility.

In planning for a class period or the entire course, we believe that
little emphasis should be placed on the completion of an activity or,
sequence, of act iv ;t ies s designed. They, after all, should be the vehicle
to the end, whkh is Lonv,ersation or, as we prefer, interpersonal com-
munication, oot the end itself. Groups should be perMitted, even
expeued, to digress in varying degrees from the main thrust of an
aclivity. When they do so. they are being spontaneous nd creative with
the language and usually enjoy themselves and learn more than if re-
qufred to reaa conclusions in n assignment. This does not preclude
reat.hing Llosure if that is desirable. In other words, the t_onversational
topu.s and their treat'nent are sewndary. Of primary colkern is the stu-
dents' success in expressing themselves.

rew prepared texts for advaiked-level Loin ersation, well-mtended
and t_arefully ritten s they 'thay be, t..1,1 ;...uain pertinent and interest-
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ing to the individual for sin entire course. Our major reason for not
using a textbook is that we have seen none that truly relates to the
indivklual and motivates him or her to self-expression and creativity.
This is bes.ause the au thor has presupposed what the student is interested
in talking about. Usually the topics presented in the book either high-
light the culture, literatureind history of the language studied or
present so-caltt% controversial questions. In thc case of the former, the
student probably lus read or heard the same mforination in a previous
class or will in a civilization or literature course. What individual thought
can be expressed about historical or cultural facts? As for :the latter,
is not controversy relative to time and space? There are no guarantees
that what is contrAersial today will even be remembered five, ten or
more years from now. Hence, such texts tend to become outdated
quick I y,

There arv exercises and strategies which have been developed,
mostly in English, that have as their objectives ssdf-awareness, self-
actualization, and self-expression.2 If the teacher wishes to use these
materials other than in English, he or she will hay to translate and
adapt them for presentation in the target language. rleir proper use
generally will provide the students a chance to find out what they want
to talk about and allow for individual expression.

A sample strategy. or exercise, is the one we call "Pictures and
Values." In this strategy. each student is assigned one or two days in
advance to bring a pictorial representation of his three most important
values in lire, Ile may use personal photograr!is, or may take them from
magazines or nospapers. The day of the activity, the class is divided
into the norm. I small groups. Las,h student presents his pktures and the
individual vali es. are discussed and shared. This process offers several
learning possibilities. In seles.ting the pktures, the student must fas.e the
issue of his personal values in life, he or she may have the same values
as another in the group, but may have more abstract or concrete no-
tions of them. If diffeient cultures sire represented in the group, this

'exercise will probably bring out the issue of culture vis-ci-vis values.
limillyind or major concern to the teacher, the student is enhancing
lik or her language skills. The student must research the vocabulary
needed to present and discuss his or her values'in the target language,
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and will be exposed to the voLabulary used by fellow group members.
When presenting the material, the student will use the first-person verb
form, when asking direct questions of others, he or she will use the
seLond personind when disLussing the ideas and opinions of others,
the student will use the third person.

Changing verb tense is merely i matter of selecting a strategy which
by design must be Lamed out in the desired tense. Two further sample
strategies are included in the appendix. The first, "My Week," is de-
signed for practice in the past tense; the second, "My Coat of Arms,"
allows for multi-tense exercises.

IV. We believe that communication is the ultimate purpose of language.
Ideally that LommuniLation should be linguistically accurate. Realisti-
Lally, this may not always be the case. Edgardo Torres, in a speech
given to the Advanced Placement Conference in San Francisco, Cali-
fornia, referring to today's student, stated, "He cannot wait for perfec-
tion, for high linguistiL LompetenLe, which does not assure him a better
way to communiLate."3 In that same speech, Torres also commented,
"In the teaLhing of foreign languages we somewkit fail to recognize
that the student is more interested in 'skills using' than in 'skills
get ting.' "4

Agreeing with Torres, it is our experience that "skills using" is best
aLltieved by inLorporating the following principles into the advanced
conversation classroom:

I. Establishment and maintenance, of personal contact between all
members of the class, including the instructor. (At times this
may involve more personal engagement than the instructor is
accustomed to.)

1 Building student self-Lonfidence in the use of the target kmguage
by having the student first of all talk about the subject he or
she is most familiar with and most interested in: self. The
thematk focus gradually changes from self to peers to issues
beyond the immediate classroom setting.

This, in conjundion with the peer-Lorrection procedure described
earher, affords the student the possibility of discovering his or her own
linguistiL shortcomings in the target language. Depending on the nature
of the problems, the student may attempt to do his or her own re-
medial work or to seek guidance from the instructor.

20
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V. The individual instructor may or nuy not establish a strict atten-
dance policy. Nevertheless, he or she should nhike the students aware
that presence in class r a necessity for progress in conversational ability.

Also, since the course is based on interpersonal rektionships, tbe
attitude of one person can be a strong determining fador in the pr ig-
ress of many. Optimallyfil students should bear their linguistic
capabilities in mind and strive tt, improve tlwm, as well as those of their
classmates. kIndesirable attitudes are most often displayed by the
superior student who flaunts knowledge of the target language and thus
dominates and inhibits tit.: groupind by the inferior student who
makes no effort to participate, holding back the group.

Taking attendance and attitude into account, the instructor assesses
the individual's perfornhince through careful tlaily obsenation. Brier
taped reactions to the disLlIssions in LI,Iss, which are turned in periodi-
cally, may serve as a tool for further evaluation of the student's con-
tribution to the course.

Since the development A speaking skills is an accumulative process,
we find it very difficult to design other testing instiuments and rewg-
nize that our techniques tend to he subjective. Ip ordei to balance the
instructor's subjectivity in the evaluation process. we depend heavily
on frequent self- and peer-group evaluation. The student is asked not
only to give him- or herself and group members a letter grade, but also
to substantiate the grades by stating a rationale. As a follow-up, the
instrut..tor meets with each individual and, using all the evaluation data,
discusses current perfornunce, any problems, and, of course, the
grade.

In conclwaon, WIWI we are advocating in this paper is guided, but
not prescribed, conversation. What conies from the mouth or a student
at the beginning of the course may be hardly recognizable as one of the
modern languages. On the other hand, iinprovement is usually inevi-
table and we would rather hear a student commit several linguistic
atrocities in a ingle statoment while expressmg individual thoughts and
ideas than to Osten to him or her struggle to find the right person,
tense, gender, or case while the impact of the thought as well as the
interest of those listening hav-e diminished, if not vanished. Tip ough
interperson,d communication, conridelke will increase, confidence will
result in more 'experimentation, experimentation L1SU.t I l ill IliLlease
sclf-improvenwnt, which in turn shoukl lead to more linguistic piecision
and greater flue icy.

JU
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a
Appendix I
My Week*

I. Indicate five things that you did this week that you feel good
about.
I.

1

3

5

II. Identify a situation or person that made you feel threatened this
week. How did you react?

III. What did you put off doing this week?

IV. Identify three decisions you made this week.
I

1

3

V. Identify three people who made you feel good as a result of their
actions. What did each one do?
I

1

1

.-

VI. Were you in strong disagreement with someone this week? I low did
you settle it?

l'his exercice is to be conducted in the target language,

31
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*

Appendix II
My Coat of Arms*

The greatest problem in
my life (in the world, in
my studies, etc.) is ...

In this course, I would
like to discuss (do) ...

If I could change any
aspect of my life, it would
be ...

If I had a million dollars,
I,...

'This exercise is to be conducted in the target language.
M1
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Nous

1 An ar ticle that summarizes the pros and cons is Renee S. lbsick's "Developing Communica-
tion Skills Through Small Group Techniques," ,1merkan Foreign Language Teacher,
Winter 1972, pp. 3-7.

2 An example is Sidney Simon, et al., Values Clarifkatton. A Handbook of Prchneal Strategies
for Teachers and Students (New York. Har t, 19721, for an example of a strategy adapted
for modern language mst ruction , see Gary M. Godfrey, , ho Vv ill Lwe?" Foreign Language
Annals 10 (1977 ), pp. 47-51.

3 f`dgardo F. Torres, "How Foreign Language Develops Character by W idening the Learner's
World" (Schenectady . NY ERIC Document Reproduction Same, LD 055 494, 1971),
p. 13.

4. forces, p. 8.



,(1, Using Alternate Methods
---,t in FL/ESL Classes

I

Sandra K. Strauber
Central-Hower High School, Akron, Ohio

Diversity is a catchword in language classes, whether they are foreign
language classes or English-as-a-second-language classes. Groups of
students with wide age, ability, and interest ranges are common. In
addition, student learning styles and goals in he language classroom can
vary tremendously. Yearning for the impler past when differences
were frequently ignored may be a bittersweet pleasure on Friday night;
however, Monday morning brings a new reality that must be faced in
different ways from the past. Older methods do still work, but they can
be structured in new ways for more effective teaching. And new
methods need to be added to the language teacher's bag of tricks.

Increased individualization of goals and activities may be the first
objective in language classes of the 80s. This can be accomplished by
providing a variety of concrete learning activities for individuals and
small groups. It can also be accomplished by revamping tried-and-true
activities so that the emphasis is on what the student is doing and not
on what the teacher is doing.

Individualization may conjure up an image of long hours of teacher
,.

preparation time, it is truly a time-consuming process to individualize
an entire language program. However, the activities to be described can
be used on a part-time basis, as the telacher has thne to develop them.

.--1

Concrete Learning Activitiesc.,

,-,oa Concrete activities involve the student in doing something other than
4. reading or listening as primary activities. He or she may be playing a

game requiring use of the language, or may be manipulating materials
designed to teach a specific word or grammar point. The games and

I

,1 .

0 ,i
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activities are self-checking or lwve answer keys so that the student does
not need.the teacher for reinforcement.

"Circles" is a voabulary game for two to four players. Pictures-of
words to be learned are pasted on circles of cardboard. All the circles
are turned face down, each player picks one circle and must give its
foreign language name. If successful, the player keeps the circle; if not,
the circle is returned to the pile. The winner is the player with the most
circles at the end of the game. Each circle is numbered, and the number
corresponds to an answer key. This game can be adapted to other uses,
too. Instead of pictures, the circles could have grammatical terms
to be defined, landmarks to be identified, or words to be used in
sentences.

Dice games can help students practice verb forms. One cube has
subject pronouns on its six sides, another has different verbs. Students
roll the dice and give the verb form that goes with the pronoun that
turns up. A third die with tense names can be added, then the object is
to give the correct form of the tense rolled. Dice with adjectives and
nouns can help practice adjective forms.

Board games of various types can provide vocabulary, grammar, and
cultural information practice. Students move down a soccer field
toward their goal for every correct answer or move backward for an
incorrect answer. The questions or vocabulary words are printed on
cards which each student draws in turn. Playing fields make good game
boards, and the rules can be adapted to fit each sport.

A less elaborate game board can be made from a manila folder,
paste-on labelsind pictures. The labels and pictures are pasted on the
manila folder in such a way that the students move from point A to
point 13. Students move the number of spaces they roll on a die. When
they land, they must translate the word printed on the label or describe
what is going on in the picture. An incorrect answer moves the student
back two or more spaces. Adding a few free spaces or a move-ahead-
two-spaces makes the game more fun. The game becomes a convem-
tional a'ctivity when questions are printed on the labels. Then the
student must answer the question in order to advance.

Conversation questions can be tape-recorded for an active listening
activity. After hearing the question, the student stops the machine and
answers. Several students working together can usually help each other
with difficult questions,
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Children's party games can be adapted to the language class. Fill a
bag with ordinary objects, the student reaches in and must name the
first object he or she touches. Or, have a tray full of common things.
After the students look at the tray for a minute, it is covered, and then
the students must write down as many things as they can remember.

"Out of Sorts" is a manipulative activity for grammar. Common
pronouns are printed on cards which students have to sort by category,
such as subject pronouns, object pronouns, etc. Commonly confused
irregular verbs Lou ld be another set of cards, as could verb endings for
different tenses, and various noun determiners definite and indefinite
articles, possessive adjectives, and so on.

"Go Fish" games can help students practice vocabulary that is
learned by category, for example, food or clothing. Students try to
collect four Lards to make a set by asking each other, "Do you have
any _ '" The winner is the one who collects the greatest number of
complete sets. Students can make these card games by cutting and
pasting magazine pictures on index cards.

Another Lategory-vocabulary aLtivity has words printed on cards
which then have to be sorted. For example, indoor clothing would be
separated from outdoor Llothing, foods from Jrinks, publit. places from
private places. A colored dot on the back of one set of cards
provide the ans ver key.

An interest:4 cultural aLtivity has students look at slides or pictures
of ty piLal sLenes from the Lountry they are studying. 11w students then
discuss what is similar or ,Iissimilar to their own countries.

List but not least are the commercially prepared games for the
y oung Lhildren of the Lountry whose language is being studied. These
game% teach voLabulary geography. historyind many Lultural items.

Revamped Paper-and-Pencil Activities

Hie following activities are more traditional, but they have been
altered for use by individuals or small groups. Like the concrete activ-
ities. they have answer keys to increase stUnt independence.

Several activities on a similar theme can be grouped together to
create a unit. For example, the objectives are, to learn the verKto
go," place-name vocabulary, and some facts about the transportation
system. Students learn the pronunciation of the verb and the vocabulary
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from a tape recording. They complete fill-in exercises with the verb
and the vocabulary and check their own answers with the key. Next,
they play a teacher-made board game titat practices the same verb and
vocabulary:Then they join a Lonversation group where they talk about
where they are going this weekend. They learn about the transportation
system By reading various materials or by viewing a filmstrip. The final
activity is a test on all the material.

Irregular verbs are a good starting place for creating similar units.
The verb "to want" can be .combined with vocabulary for various
possessions teenagers want to hve. The verb "to know" can be con-
nected to leisure activities students know how to do. Then comparisons
can be made between American and foreign pastimes.

Filmstrips can be used by individuals and small groups, too. Most
filmstrip projectors can be set up to project on a small screen, and
there are projectors that resemble television sets for use by small
groups. Earphones Lan be used with a jack box s.9 that the tape recording
does not disturb the rest of the Llass. Questionnaires for the students to
complete Lan direct their attention to the information the teacher feels
is important.

Pictures have many uses in a language classroom. for this one,
which provides reading and voLabulary practie, a picture is labeled
with the vocabulary to be learned. Students use the vocabulary to com-
plete sentences in fill in exercises. Students can create the fill-in exer-
Lises for eaLlt other. The first assignment is to use the labeled words in
sentences, then, the teaLher duplicates the sentenLes with blanks for
the vocabulary.

Another vocabulary idea is to provide materials for students to
make their own flash cards. A 4 X 6 card cut into six pieces provides
easily portable cards.

Analogies Nov ide an interesting format for bright students t o rev iew
vocabulary originally learned by otegory. Mother.daughter..fat her.

is an example. This is another activity that students can create.
These analogies Lan be written on index Lards w ith the answers on the
,back.

Every teaLher has Lolletions of textbooks and workbooks that can
be put to work to help students review and earn extra credit. A per-
manent extra-Lredit learning station set up in a Lorner of the classroom

3
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can house materials that, are changed weekly. The presentation can be
thborate, with a chart or tape recording explaining the grammar point,
or it Lail simply direct the student to review text pag_cabefore complet-
ing the exercises.

Language teachers can borrow ideas ror using dictionaries from
elementaryschool teachers. Directions such as these can be typed on
index Lards. find twenty food names, each beginning with a different
letter of the alplwbet. Different categories can be substituted for foods,
and related words Lan be sought. find twenty words related to a season,
for example.

Managbment

There are nwny ways these activaies can be incorporated into a
traditional program. One day a week can be set askle for small-group
and individual work. Students can be assigned to specific activitie's, or
they Lan choose their own activities after listening to a description of
wkit is wallable. A permanent extra-credit station with materials
designed ror use outside class is an approach described earlier. Some
activities Lan be supplementary work or rewards for students with an
A average, or for students who finish their work early. While the
teacher is leading a Louversation or remedial group, the rest of the class
ean be working in small groups.

Teachers using these activities more frequently tkin once a week
will probably need to develop a new grading system. AL:1i\ ities can be
assigned points, students then have to accumulate so many points for
an A, 90 p'ercent of that for a 11, and so on. If students are given a list
of activities av,uhible for the week, they can check off what they have
done and initial each other's papers for nonwritten work they did with
a partner. Then, at the end of the weel , they tally their points and
t urn the list in to the teacher.

Students' needs for greater individualization in Llassrooms,mean
that teachers need to develop ways to nwet them. Concrete, high-
Interest activities can provide meaningful loguage practice for small
groups, as Lan traditional exert.ises redesigned for individual or small-
group work, Alternate methods are effective!

3 c3
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Native Speaker Reaction
cc\ In as a Criterion for Error

Correction
Sally Sieloff Magnan
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Investigation and discussion of error severity became a major concern
of foreign language educators in the 1970'S. Errors were recognized
as natural and necessary to the process of second language acquisition)
Teachers were urged to show tolerance for certain errors, especially
rhen they occurred in communicative rather thanpechanical act ivities.2

,trror severity became a debatable issue, since all errors were no longer
levils to be*eliminated immediately. Theorists began to advocate selec-
/tive error correction strategies that would fit the severity of the correc-
lion to the severity of the error.3 N

In the 1980s, the discussion continues. Teachers are encouraged
to base classroom correction on a hierarchy of error types, or on a
scale of priority for correction.4 According to Ervin, this yet-undefined
hierarchy might be envisioned as a cube that represents the field of
error. This cube, presented in Figure 1, is fornied by the intersections
of three axes, competencelperfornumce, comprehensibility/noncom-
prehensibility, stigmatization,qolerance.5 The competencelperformance
axis" is based on a distinction suggested by Chomsky.6 Competence
errors reflect true gaps of knowledge, or errors that the learner cannot
correct even when prompted to do so, performance errors, on the other.
hand, are chara&erized as slips, which the learner is able to correct.
The comprehealbility dimension pertains to how much an error in-
terNres with meaning. The stigmatization or irritation axis is an affec-
tive dimension concerning the degree to which the native listener is
bothered by the error and is thus likely to attribute negative social
characteristics to the foreign speaker. Ervin suggests that an error
considered severe on each of the three axes would have the highest

C1
Cnr-0
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Figure 1
Ervin's Model for Error Severity

stigmatization
high priority
for correction)

tolerance

noncomprehensibility

.comprehensibility

competer
performance

low priority
for correction

priority fin correction, and that an error considered minor on each of
the three axes would have the lowest priority for correction.

Foreign language teachers often add another criterion for gauging
error seVerity pedagogical focus. As Cohen" and .1ohansson8 point
out, errors relevant to the pedagogical focus demand stringent cor-
rection. Pedagogical focus pertains not only to the syllabus, that is,
to the points covered in the course, but also to particular activities:

pronunciation errors should be most rigorously corrected during
pronunciation practice, grammar errors during grammar practice, errors
in specific features during drills that focus on those features, and so
forth. Certain competence errors then, according to Ervin's model,
might be errots outside the pedagogical focus and would therefore
require initial presentation or reteaching rather than immediate and
stringent correction.

We'begin 'the 1980s, therefore, with four main criteria for determin-
ing error severity:

1. the degree, to which am error reflects learner competence (a
linguistic critgion);
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r 1. the degree to which an error interferes with the meaning of the
utterance (a linguistic criterion);

3. the degree to which an error irritates the listener and is thus
likely to stigmatize the speaker (a sociolinguistic criterion);

4. the degree to which an error is rdevant to the pedagogical focus,
of the course syllabus and of the activity at hand (a pedagogical
criterion).

This article will present and discuss research findings concerning the
sociolinguistic aspect, the third of these four criteria. This rather
general inlroduction to the problem of error severity aims to place in
its proper perspective the forthcoming discussion of the irritation and
potentially stigmatizing effect of errors made by foreign speakers.
Native speaker affective reaction to learner error is an important and
relatively little understood phenomenon that constitutes one aspect
of( the complex notion of error severity with which foreign language
teachers have to deal every day in their classrooms.

,This article will I) outline a research design used to investigate
sensitivities to 15 types of zraminatical errors typically made in Speech
by American learnerS of I rench, 2) summarize findings of the outlined
research and compare these findings to data available in Spanish,
German, and English. 3) present research findings concerning teacher
evaluation or grammatical error in French as compared with native
speaker evaluation of these same errors, and 4) suggest a pedagogical
error hierarchy for French and means by which this, hierarchy, and
eventually those construLted for other target languages, might be used
in syllabus design, in the sdection of instructional methodology, and
in the creation of classroom error correction strategies.

Research Design for Investigating Affective Reaction to
Grammatical Error

A 1981 survey conducted by this author addressed two general
questions:9

1. Which grammatkal errors made by Americans speaking FrCinch
are more irritating to native French speakers in France?

2. To what extent are these same errors irritating to teachers of
French in the U.S.?

,11
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Responses to the first question suggest an error hieraly for teachers
to use in establishing priorities for correcting student speech. Responses
to the second question suggest the degree to which, the intuitions of
French teachers reflect the attitudes of native French speakers, and
thus the degree to which teachers may be encouraged to follow their
own instincts when assessing error severity.

To answer these two questions' 15 types of grammatical errors
considered to be typical of lowerllevel American students of French
were investigated (Figure 2). These 15 error types represent five parts
of speek.h ak.L.ording to traditional grammar classification. Examples of

Figure 2
Error Categories I nves t igated

112,efinite Article

I. wrong article with an animate noun: le soeur
2. absence of a definite article. 11 est vrai que mal mime les hommes.
3. wrong article with an inanimatili noun: le voiture

Adjective Agreement

4, nonagreement with h person's name: Marie est fringais .

5. nonagreement %%ith an inanimate noun and no other giiider intarker. les
voitures verts

b. nonagreement with an inanimate noun and including another gender
marker: ia voiture ven

Preposition Iktween Verb and Infinitive

7, absence of a required preposition: 11 apprend jouer du piano
8, use of a for de: 11 a oublie a le faire.
O. use of de foil'. 11 apprend 71e jouer du piano.

Verb Morphology

10. third-person plural nouns with regular singular verbs, defined as verbs
in which the singular;plural distinction is marked by a pronounced
consonant m the plural. Paul et Marc vend des bijoux. a

1 1, deviant forms of irregular verbs: je'vas
1 2. agreement with indirect object pronoun or direct object pronoun

instead of with the subject pronoun: nous vous demandei

Cline Pronoun

13. direct object tor indirect object pronoun in the third person Je le
de mande de venir.

14, preposition and stressed pronoun for indirect object pronoun. Je
demande áIuI de vemr.

t 5. stressed pronoun for subject pronoun: moi dois alter
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these 15 error types were embedded in 110 pairs of sentences, so that
the two sentences of each pair were identical except for the error
contained by each./For example,

a. Anne et Marie sont anglais de naissance.
b. Anne et Marie est anglaises de naissance.

Judges listened to a recording of the 110 sentence pairs made by a

female American university student, who was considered to have good
pronunciation, and indicated on an answer sheet which of the two
erroneous sentences'they preferred. The sentence pairs were constructed
so that an example of each of the 15 error types was matched with an
example of every 'other error type; this procedure yielded 105 pairs of
sentences. Three sentence pairs were then repeated to measure the
reliability of the test in terms of consistency of response. In addition,
two pairs matched an erroneous soitence with a correct sentence to
measure the validity Of the test in terms of the judges' success in iden-
tifying the error under investigation. Lexical items used in presenting
the errors differed from sentence pair to sentence pair in order to
encourage generalization of the results from errors in particular lexical
items to errors representative of grammatical categories. All lexical
items were taken from the Franctth fondamental basic word list in order
to Minimize reactions to differences in lexical frequency.

Figure 3
Judges Sampled

Non-Teaching Native French Speakers
(N = 290)

Paris (N = 175) Nancy (N = 115)
Adult 1.4ocee C.E.S. Adult LycOe C.E.S.

48 84 43 44 30 41

Teachers
(N = 125)

University University
Native French Junior High/ Instructors Faculty

Speakers High School (i1.il,1111.A.) (Ph.I))

31 31 33 30

4 ,k)
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Judges included native French speakers tested in France and
teachers of French tested in the U.S. Native French speakers came
from two regions, Paris and Nancy, and included three age groups:
CE.S. students," lycée students," and adults." Teachers included
four groups. native Frerich speakers teaching at all levels, and native
Endish speakers who were junior high/high school teachers, university
instructors," and university faculty." Figure 3 shows these gioups,
with the number of judges in each. In addition to judging the paired
sentences containing the errors, all judges completed a sociolinguistic
background questionnairt which allowed post-hoc analysis of the
following variables, for native French speakers in France age, sex,
socioeconomic status, experience with English, for teachers in the
U.S. age, sex, years of teaching experience, skills emphasized in the
classroom, proficiency in French.

Separate error hierarchies of the 15 error types were established for
each group 'of judges through a count procedure which considered the
number of times an error type was chosen as preferred by each group of
judges. The error hierarchies for the different groups of judges were
then compared using Spearman's Rank-Order Correlation.

Findings

For adults and Ii cee students, the following hierarchy of errors was
reNealed for part of speech catzgories, from mot to least irritating:

verbs,

pronouns,
definite articles,
preposi tions,
adjectives.

These findings in French show striking similarity to previous findings
for that languageind to findings in Spanish, German, and English.
Lams in verb morphology were found to be highly irritating in spoken
and written French by P; izza," in spoken Spanish by Druist" and
Guntermann,r n written Spanish by Chastain," in spoken German by
Pulitzer," and in spoken Lnglish by Johansson." High sensitivity to
errors involNing pronouns was observed in spoken and written French
by Piazza, in spoken French by Kolstrup and Sand," and in spoken

4 '
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Endish by Tucker and Sarofim.22 Nonagreements of definite articles
and adjectives with nouns were found to be among the less botheisome
errors in French. Spanish, and German, according to the studies of
Piazza. Chastain, and Politzer. In French, errors involving prepositions
between serbs and infinitives were examined only by Kolstrup and
Sand. w ho described them as quite bothersome, but did not rank them
for degree of irritation in relation to other error types. The findings of
these studies in French, Spanish, German, and English are thus basically
in accordance.

With the exeepticn of the survey in French presented here and the
1978 Jo hansson st ly in English, all studies mentioned examined the
reactions of natisc speakers who were from a single age group, either
adults or teenagers. Johansson investigated the reactions of school-
ehiklren iges 12-13. and adults, ages 18-20, to errors in verb comple-
mentation, concord, and word order in English, to find the same
relatise seVerity of errors for both age groups. In the Frencli survey, the
younger CE.S. students were more sensitive to gender errors (categories
I. 3, 4, 5.6) and less sensitise to errors involving prepositions (categories
7, 8, 9) t han were the adult In fact, a continuum was noted, apparently
based on age:year in school. CE.S. students were most irritated by
gender enors, adults were least irritated, and the reactions of lycee
studedts were intermediate.

It might be speculated that high sensitivity to gender errors reflects
a normative attitude associated with the prescriptise orientation of the
school environment. Students. younger ones in particular, have their
language closely monitored by teachers. This monitoring most likely
includes corrections of gender agreement in spelling. Greenhaum23
suggests that persons often base judgments of linguistic acceptability
on what they beliese to be the opinions of parents, teachers, and others
whose authority they respect. It is not unlikely, therefore, that students
should transfer their teachers' low tolerance of gender errors in their
written work to a low tolerance of gender errors in the speech of
foreigners.

Different sensitisity to gender error might also be related to social
Llass. Post-hos analysis showed that Iyac students with fathers in low
nonmanual ocutipations were more sensitise to errors insolsing gender
than It at' students whose fA hers had manual occupations. Generally
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speaking, the CE.S. students used in this survey were from lower
socioeconomic backgrounds than were the adults. Labov24 found that
persons from the lower middle class tend to be the most linguistically
inSecure, and thus the most normative. The relatively low tolerance of
gender errors by bcee students with fathers in lower middle-class
occupations supports Labov's findings, offering further evidence to
substantiate the claim that low tolerance of gentler errors reflects a
normative linguistic attitude.

Finally, gmiter sensitivity to gender errors might be associated with
the increased sexual awareness characteristic of adoleseence.25 Error
categories 1 and 4 concern use of the wrong gender with a noun depict-
ing a person whose sex is obvious. CE.S. students rated these two
errors first and third most irritating among the five errors intoKing
gender.26

Apart from the difference in affective reaction associated with age,
the native FrenLh speakers showed remarkably similar reactions to the
I 5 error types, that is, significant similarities were found between the
evaluations of judges of both sexes, from both geographic regions, and
with different amounts of experience with English.

In addition to showing a difference in reaction to grammatical error
based on the age of the judge, the researa presented lwre revealed two
linguistic factors that had not been suggested previously. violations of
stiuctural patterns of the target language and expettations for Ameri-
Lans speaking the target language. Figure 4 presents the basic hierarchy,
a composite of the inaluations of all French judges, including adults,
lj cee students, and C.E.S. students. As Figure 4 illustrates, part of
speeLh may not be the best index to the degree of irritation caused by
an error. If we consider the Lategory 'definite article,' we notice that
absenLe of an obligatory definite article (Lategyry 2) constitutes a more
irritating error than use of the incorrect definite article (categories 1

and 3). InLonsistenLy in gender agreement, where the sante noun has
two modifiers of different genders (category 6), is more bothersome
than nonagreement of gender where only a single, erroneous modifier
is int.olved. In the latter case, the problem may be attributed to not
knowing the gender of a particular noun, in the former, the error must
be attributA not only to not knowing a gender, but to not adhering
to a basiL principle of the Irenth language articles and adjectives

40
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figure 4
Error Hierarchy Based on Native Speaker Reaction

a Rank Error Category Category Number

Most serious

Least serious

1 je vas
2 nous vous demandez
3 je le demande de venir
4 moi dois aller
5 je demande a lui
6 _mai mene les hommes
7 le soeur
8 apprendre de faire (Nell.
9 la voiture vert
0 apprendre faire qqch.
1 oublier a faire qqch.
2 Marie est français
3 le voiture
4 les voitures verts
5 Paul et Marc vend

V 11
V 12

PR 13
PR 15
PR 14
DA 2
DA 1

PP 9
ADJ 6

PP 7
PP 8

ADJ 4
DA 3

ADJ 5

V 10

agree with the nou, they modify. In both cases, absence of an obliga-
tory definite article and inconsistency in gender agreement, a basic
structural pattern of French is violated. Evidence suggests that at least
in this area French and Spanish may differ. Both the Piazza study and
the research reported here show that in French omission of the definite
article is more irritating than use of the incorrect definite article; both
Guntermann, who examined reactions to oral errors, and Chastain, who
examined reactions to written errors, show that in Spanish the reverse
is true.

.

In addition to suggesting that native judges are sensitive to violations
of basic structural patterns, the findings of this research suggest that
native speakers have certain expectations of French spoken by Ameri-
cans and that, in some instances, they make allowances for certain
expected errors. For example, errors in verbs which may be attributed
to pronunciation (category 10) were rated as much less irritating than
other errors involving verbs (categories 1! and 12). Several judges com-
mented that the absence of final consonants is so frequent in the
French of Americans that native French speakers automatically correct
grammatical errors involving final consonants in correcting for the
American accent. Judges also commented that, since grammatical
gender is a concept foreign to Americans, a certain number of errors is
to be expected. Native speakers were less irritated by nonagreement

4(
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with noiins having only grammatical gender (categories 3 and 5) than
by nonagreement with nouns showing natural gender (categories 1 and
4). It is obviously not difficult to use the proper gender with animate
nouns or with people's names which are clearly marked for sex such
as soeur (sister) or Marie. these errors were indeed considered more
setious than errors with naturally 'neuter' nouns such as livre (book).

The native judges did not always demonitrate higher tolerance for
errors made by the American speaker, however. For example, judges
expressed considerable irritation toward two sociolinguistically stig-
matized errors, je vas, vous vous disez in category I 1 , and

dois, toi dots in category 15. The former errors are stereotypically
associated with popular French;27 use of inoi and toi as subject pro-
nouns is a feature stereotypic of foreigner talk.28 Both were ranked
among the most irritating errors by all groups of judges. In these
instances at least, native speakers seem to have prescriptively normative
expectations for the French spoken by American.l.

It is thus clear in studying the basic hierarchy presented in Figure 4
that part of speech alone is not an adequate index to error severity
based on affective reaction. At least two additional factors should be
considered. Niattion of structural patterns and expectations particular
to foreigner speech. Any pedagogical hierarchy that seeks to reflect
the degree of irritation caused by grammatical errors should take these
two factors into consideration.

Teacher Evaluation of Error

Before establishing a pedagogical hierarchy for error correction, it is
useful to examine how closely the sensitivities of teachers of foreign
languages in the U.S. resemble the sensitivities of native speakers of
those languages. At present, most foreign language teachers follow their
intuitions in gauging error Ws erity. Are these intuitions adequately
representative of the opinions of native speakers?

The research reported here investigated this question. The teachers
of French teaching at all levels, both native speakers of French and
native speakers of Enlgish, reacted to the 15 types of grammatical

arors 111 much the Same way as the nonteaching native French speakers

tested in Frant.e. Comparisons of hierarchies between each group of

A
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teachers and each group of native speakers showed similarity at a sig-
nificant level. With regard to gender errors, teachers took an interme-
diary position between adults and CES. students, being generally more
sensitive to gender errors than the adults and less sensitive to gender
errors than the CE.S. students. Of the three groups of native English-
speaking teachers, the junior high/high school teachers were most
irritated by gender errors. In fact, the reactions of junior high/high-
school teachers were most similar to the reactions of the G.E.S.
students; the reactions of university faculty were most similar to the
reactions of the adults.

This difference might be associated with the texts used .by these
groups of teachers. Junior high and senior high texts are often quite
preoccupied with gender, lower-level college texts also place a strong
emphasis on gender. advanced language texts and certainly the use of
literary works assume basic mastery of gender, and thus the pedagogical
focus of advanced language and literature courses is elsewhere. It would
not be surprising to find teachers more sensitive to errors that are
centsal to the pedagogical focus of their classes.

A Pedagogical Hierarchy for Error Correction in French

Although it appears that teacher intuition provides a fairly accurate
estimate of error severity, it might be useful to formalize a pedagogical
hierarchy based on the reactions of native French speakers. As stated
previously, this hierarchy must take into account part of speech, struc-
tural patterns, and expectations for foreigner speech. The results of
this survey suggest the hierarchy in Figure 5x. This hierarchy is based
nhfinly on the reactions of adults and lycee students in that gender
errors are consklered relatively nonserious. When our students go to
France, they are more likely to make contact with adults and /Jae
students than with CL.S. students. Teachers who are preparing stu-
dents to interact with CEA students would, of course, want to use a
hierarchy based on the reactions of these younger people.

Classroom Correction and Evaluation

Teachers might consider this pedagogical hierarchy of irritation to
error togetlwr with the criteria of comprehensibility, competence/

'1 Li
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Figure 5
Pedagogical Hierarchy Based on Native Speaker Reaction

(Error types, indicated in parentheses, refer to subLategories given in Figure 2)

Afore Serious Errors
Verb Morphology Not Attributable to Pronunciation

je vas (11)
nous vous demandez (12)

Pronouns
je le demande (13)
moi (lois (15)
je depiande fi lui (14)

Omission of Definite Articles
mal (2)

Intermediate Errors
Inconsistency in Gender Agreement

la voiture vert (6)
Non-Ag:?ement With Nouns Showing Natural Gender

le soeur (1)
Marie est francais (4)

Prepositions Between Verbs and Infinitives
apprendre de (9)'
apprendre (7)
oublier a (8)

Less Serious Errors
Non-Agreement with Nouns !laving Only Grammatical Gender

le volt (ire (3)
les voitures verts (5)

Verb Errors Attributable to Pronunciation
I'. et M. vend (10)

performant.e. and pedagogical focus when correcting learner speech.
The hierarchy might be related to the three-step drill sequence sug-
gested by Paulston,29 who divides activities for oral practice into three
types:

, mechanical drills, in which students manipulate carefully con-
trolled structures, such as in pattern practice;

2. meaningful exercises, in which students respond realistically to
controlled questions, such as in picture-cued responses;

3. communicative activities, in which students are allowed total
freedom of response andlhe focus is on the students rather than
on the teacher.

The difficulty of these adivities is directly related to the amount of
Lon trol involved. Mechankal drills are generally the easiest and permit
the smallest number of errors. Meaningful exercises are next in difficult y,
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allowing more varied types of errors. Communicative activities are the
most difficult, and often the most frustrating to students, permitting
an infinite variety of' errors.

The three parts of the general hierarchy fit quite neatly with this
three-part model of activity types. In mechanical drills all errors in the
hierarchy should be corrected, provided that they are within the
pedagogical focus. In more meaningful exercises, both serious and
intermediate errors might be corrected. Finally, in communicative
activities, only the most serious errors need be corrected. It has been
convincingly argued that there should be no error correction during
communicative activities, because overcorrection may reduce student
motivation and even impede learning." In the case of errors that may
have a stigmatizing effect on the learner, however, some form of cor-
rection seems desirable. This correction might take one of two forms.
either subtle remodeling by the teacher, in situations in which teacher
intervention would not disturb the communicative interaction, or

\ follow-up activities, induding mechanical drills designed to practice or
eteach the structures in which highly bothersome errors were made.

Tl tri-level approach to error correction ensures that all errors are
corrcted at sonic level, yet also encourages involvement in communi-
cative\activities in which students are given the opportunity for creative
languagmse. Furthermore, it makes the sensitivities of native speakers
one of thescriteria on which classroom error correction is based, recog-
nizing that a strong negative affective reaction can stigmatize the
speaker in the mind of the listener, thus hindering communication,3i

In additidn to suggesting in which circumstances to correct specific
errors, the pedagogical hierarchy can help us decide how to correct
these errors. Correction procedures can also be divided into three types.

rigorous correction, including prompting students to correct
themselves, followed by class repetition;

2. peer eorreLtion followed by repetition by the student who made
the error;

3. teacher remodeling without any repetition.

Rigorous correLtion would be most appropriate for the most irritating
errors, peer correction for the intermediate errorsind teacher remodel-
ing for the lessirritating errors. The choice of correction strategy would,
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of course, also depend on the type of activity involved and on the pro-
ficiency and temperament of the student who made the error.

Finally, teachers should also consider such a hierarchy when evalua-
ting 4nd grading student speech. For errors that are considered very
bothersome, teachers should deduLt a high number of points, in recog-
nition of the probable stigmatizing effects of t he error. Errors considered
intermediate in severity would merit moderate deductions. Fewer points
would be deducted for the less bothersome errors. Students tend to
concentrate on w kit they need to know in order to get better grades;
therefore, if we w ish to direct student learning in terms of native sensi-
tivity to error, we must ensure that this hierarchy is reflected in our
testing and grading procedures.

Syllabus Design and Teaching Methods

This hierarLhy should also be reflected in syllabus design, specifi-
Lally in the ordering of struLtural features. For example, verbs that have
phonologkally irregular forms in which errors can be noticed easily
should be presented relatively early and practiced often in order to
reduce the number of highly irritating verbal errors. There should also
be ,unple time between the presentation of subject pronouns and the
presentation of stressed pronouns, with much practice and verifkation
of the former, in ordet to avoid confusion that might result in the use
of mut and pn as subjeu pronouns, found to be quite bothersome to
native French speakers,

Methods that allow omission of obligatory structural items, espe-
cially of the definite article, should be viewed with caution. For
example, the FoLus Approach32 permits students to omit definite
artkles if they are unsure of gender. If omission of the definite article
is restrided to Llassroom use and leads to bettercontrol of gender and
definite artiLle forms. _this method would still be advantageous. It

matters little wlhit mterlanguage steps are used in the restricted, class-
oom setting. w hat is unportant is the type of language that students

use w Iwn they leave the classroom and speak with native speakers in
truly winnumiLative settings. lf, howeverifter, leaving the classroom,
stiklents continue to omit neLessary definite articles, the Focus Ap-
proaLli would need revision, sinLe the results of the present research
indkAte that omission of definite artiLles might Lause native speakers to

0
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stigmatize the speech of our students, thereby hindering communicative
interaction.

Conclusion

The pedagogical hierarchy presented here is based on the reactions
of adults and 1; cee students in Paris and Nancy to grammatical errors
made in the French spoken by an American learner. These reactions
may therefore not necessarily generalize to written French'or to the
French spoken by learners of other nationalities whose accents might
suggest different socioeconomic associations. This research shows that
affective reaction to error varies according to the age of the judge. It is
also possible, or course, that judges from different francophone areas,
such as French Canada or African nations, would have different
reactions to the grammatical errors presented here. It is likewise
inappropriate to assume a shnilar hierarchy for target languages other
than French, although research does indicate that certain basic similar-
ities may be found in Spanish, German, and English.

Wc can nonetheless consider a variety of language groups for ideas
on how to apply research findings to strategies for error correction, to
syllabus clesign, and to selection of methodologies. The evidence
presented here indicates that teacher intuition of error severity reflects
native sensitivity to error to an encouraging extent. This intuition
should be cultivateu throud knowledge gained in research, so that we
might devise a systematic correction procedure that takes into account
the many and varied aspects of error severity. The establishment of an
error hierarchy is a complex task involving many variables the student,
the teacher, the situation, the error and several criteria for severity
comprehensibility , t,onmetence:performant,e, affective reaction, peda-
gogical focus.

Researchers and practitioners showed considerable interest in these
areas in the I 9713s. In the I 980s, we can look forward to additional
research findings and to considerable discussion of their pedagogical
implications, In the meantime, we should' not hesitate to use the
Mformation that is now available to begin to establish priorities for
error correction in our classrooms.

5 ()
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There has been considerable discussion in the last decade as to the role

of small-group work in the second-language classroom. Proponents
have. stnested that such a restructuring of teacher-student relation-
ships is essenthil to maximizing practice time, increasing students'
attention or involvement, and reducing tension or inhibitions. In con-
trast, critics claim tlut such activities are unproductive, that students
do not use the target language, tlut they use the time to clarify how
a transforniation is accomplished rather t han to practice itind that,
if students do use the target language without klirect teacher supervision,
their errors are not corrected.2 To date, however, neither the pro-
ponents nor the critics have had substantial success in winning over a
large clientele of practitioners. In fact. during this decade of increased
interest in such activities, actual analyses have not progressed beyond
either a consensual summary of the pros and cons or a list of possible

kn activities to be conducted with smaller groups of student:.. Iv sum, a
CNI

cn review of the literature shows that, while the proponents are especially,4
well-it:presented, neither group has substantiated its positions with
little more than personal experiences or observations.

The focus ot this paper, then, is on the effect or snull-grotip instruc-
tion on several aspects of students' classroom experience. Two basic
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questions are cc. nsidered . I) flow do differences in group size affect
the overall amount of speech, the amount of student talk and teacher
talk and the language used? and 2) To what extent do total engagement
and nonengagement as well as their subcategories differ by group,size?

Methods

The data reported in this paper were collected in an intensive
observational study. While a more detailed description of thc study,
and the obserVation instrument itself as well as data on inter-observer
reliability are presented in another paper,3 a brief summary may be
useful here. Eight foreign language cooperating teachers were selected
and trained in the use of time-sampling observation procedures. They
then observed their student teachers an average of eleven times each
on randomly selected days over the eight-week observation period,
generating a total of 5,288 "snapshots" of teacher-student interaction
and resulting in detailed infonnation6 on a variety of instructional
variables. Marginal reliability coefficients for the twelve variables under
consideration in this paper averaged .78.

The Use of Different Group Sizes During Instruction

As shown in Table I , the amount of tinie allocated to each of the
four group sizes varied considerably, with students spending nearly
three-quarters of their time in large-group settings. In contrast, students
worked alone about 8 percent of the time, with the remaining 5 percent
and 3 percent spent in pair and small-group activities. Second-language
instruction, then, was provided primarily to the group as a whole, and,

Table 1*
Amount of time spent in each of four group sizes

Individual Pair Small Group Large Group
(3 to 8 students) (9 or more students) \

53' 2.9,4 74.8

sThtals for all group sites will not equal 100, sint.e apprommately 9 ot the available WU, was
spent in transition.

ii
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while individuals or smaller groups were called upon, activities them-
selves did not seem to allow for extended amounts of one-on-one or
small-group interaction during which the teacher played a supportive
or monitoring role.

The Effect of Group Size on the Amount and Type of Speech

As shown in Table 2. the total amount of speech was greater during
large-group aLtivities, during which some interaction was recorded
approximately 85 perLent of the time. It is also interesting that, while'
the percentage is somewhat lower for pair and small-group activities,
it does not fall below 60 percent, indicating that even during these
less-direLted activities someone was speaking two-thirds of the time.
AN might be expected, there is considerable "quiet time" during indi-
vidualized instruct ion.

Perhaps more striking than the absolute totals, however, is the
distribution of this speech between teachers and students across the
four group sizes. As shown in Table ?, teachers spoke more than stu-
dents during intik idualized and large-group activities. while students
were involved orally more than teachers during pair and small-group
activ ities. Tlw magnitude of these differenLes is dearly represented
in the ratio or student-to-teacher speech:

Table 2
The effect of group size on the overall amount and type of speech

Speaker Individual Pair Small Group Large Group

Student Speech 10% 635 505 39%
Teacher Speech 16% 8q 13% 465
Total Speech 26% 71% 64% 85%
Ratio of Student-to-Teacher

Language Used .61 8,44 3.78 .85

Language Used

Target Language 67% 82%, 84% 95%.
English

teractwn Type

33% 18% 165 5%

Repetitive 165 12% 205 37%
Communicai ive 84'1 88',;, 80'7 63%

t--
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1. During individualized study time, students spoke about two-
thirds as often as teachers (.61).

2. During large-group instruction, students spoke nearly as often as
teachers (.85).

3. During small-group instruction, students spoke almost four times
as often as teachers (3.78).

4. During pair instruction, students spoke more than eight times as
often as teachers (8.44).

As these data indicate, then, pair and small-group settings seem to pro-
vide the most efficient settings for language learning when the absolute
frequency of oral production is considered. Thus, while the most
speech was not observed during pair and small-group activities, it is

quite evident that the greatest amount of student speech was indeed
observed during this type of activity.

In addition to the data on the amount of speech, data were also
collected on the type of speech; that is, the language used and the
repetitive or communicative nature of the interaction. The percentages
of target language spoken by group size are presented in Table 2 and
range from .67 (individual work) to .95 (large group). Similarly, the
percentages of communicative interaction range from .63 (large groups)
to .88 (pairs). As these data show, an increase in the use of the target
language appears to be directly related to the use of teacher-directed,
large-group activities. In addition, as activities became less teacher-
oriented, the frequency of use of the target language declined, stabiliz-
ing at approximately 80 percent for oral activities. It is also interesting
that students still uscd the target language at least two-thinls of the
time, even in individualized activities when they were working alone.
In contrast to this decline in the use of the target language as teacher
direction was removed, however, is a striking increase in the communi-
cative nature of students' speech. The data are quite clear in indicating
that large groups were used for repetitive forms of drilling rather than
personalized choices.

The Effect of Group Size on Student Engagement

As shown in Lib le 3. group size did have an effect on students'
act ie learning tirne, or engagement, w ith engagement being the \highest
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for large-group ac tivities ( 871; ), slightly lower for individualized and pair
activities (80,'; and 78), and Lonsiderably lower for small-group activi-
ties (67.;). As might be expected, off-task behavior generally aceounted
rot the largest perk.entage or nowngaged timei percentage that in-
creased from approximately 6 perLent for large-group and individualized
activities to 14 perLent for small-group work. It must be noted, how-
ever, that off-task behavior fooling around did not account for even
50 perLent of the total amount of nonengaged time in any group size.
dearly , there are high percentages of nonengaged. waiting behavior in
all four group sizes, indkating that the activities were not completely
effeaive in keeping all the students at work all the time. Thus, while
there are large differences in the overall amounts of nonengaged
behavior across the group sizes, the proportion or nonengaged time. as
it is distributeif ithin a group size in particukr, is relatively stable.

Summary of the Data Base

In siunmariting this portion of the paper, then, it is dear that group
size has an imporunt cffek.t on students opportunity to, learn in foreign
languatx classrooms. What is more. the data show that none of these
tOur types ot instruaton is entirely without Ihnitations. Seemingly
least effective al e the individualized settings, in which the ratio of

Table 3
Tht; effeo a group ,t/e on stmlent engagement and mmengagement

Engagement

Ind tiqdual Pair Suitt!! Grmtp Large Group

W riting 51'; 10,; 10'; 5'1
Oral 6'; 45'; 21'"; 20',;
List emng 10`: I9';, 32`,;, 59(,;
Covert I 3'; 3',; 4'7 3,,;

rota! kngagetnent 80' ' 78'; 67

Nonengagement

Waning 1 0.; 8'; 12';, 4`;
Int emit 4'; 6' %, 7' 3';
Off-task 6'; (7`; 14';
rot al Nonengagement 19'; 23'; 32'1 13q

q Cu
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student-to-teacher speedi was the lowest (.61) and the most English
%Ws used (33r:). However, the percentages of communicative speech
and total engagement were still relatively high (84%, 80%). In contrast
are the large-group settings, in which very high engagement (87%)
and a strikingly large percentage of the target language spoken (95%)
are offset by the largest percentage of teacher-talk (85%), a small ratio
of student-to-teadler speech (.46)ind the largest amount of repetitive
speech (37%). Similarly, while students spoke much more than teachers
(ratio = 3.78) and while the target languaee was used (84%) in commun-
hative ways (80',-;), gall-group instruction was characterized by a very
large perLentage of nonengaged behavior students were observed in
nonengaged, off-task or nonengaged, waiting aLtivities during fully
one-third of the time spent in small-group activities. Perhaps the best
balaihe between the speedi and engagement variables, then, is found
during pair adivities. While only a small numbof of formal or informal
pair aLtiv ales weie observed (see Table I ), the ratio of student-to-
teadwr speeeh was the highest (8.44), more than double that observed
for small groups. Moreover, high perLentages of communieative and tar-
get language interadions were observed (88;:, 82%), while engagement
averaged 78 perLent, less than 10 perLent lower than that observed for
large groups.

AN the data show, the Lontext of instruction the size of the group
in w uk h learning oo.urs has an effect on the amount and type of
learning that adually mLur in the classroom. Thus, it is in their poten-
tial for maximizing students' opportunities to use the target language in
a purposeful and WIllinuniLatie way while mininuzing the amount of
tune spent in nonengagq1 behaviors that group sizes may be evaluated.

From Theory into Practice

On the basis of these findings, it is clear that the four types of
gri 'opines hay,: distmet benefits and limitations and that eaeh is more or
less appropriate in aLLomplishing certain instructional goals, It is

urious, however, that there are such large differences in the percen-
tages of time spent in ea Ii wntext, as reported in Table 1. More speci-
lhally, it h interesting ,t hat pairs, and to a lesser extent, small groups
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were not more frequently observed. As these data suggest, teachers may
be reluctant to use such activities in their classes for a variety of prag-
matic reasons. Yet because our research shows such positive support 'for
the use of varied group sizes, the following paragraphs respond to some
of the most common reservations, focusing first on ways to structure
activities in which pairs or snhdler groups r ! asked to work without
direct and continuous teacher supervision and, second, on a variety of
activities and skills that might be devefoped in such settings.

Formal and Informal Pair Activities

As it is traditionally conceived, work in pairs is a pfotentially time-'
consuming activity , pecially when one thinks only of lengthy applica-
tion activities. such as the writing of original dialogues, or, in advanced
classes, tlw preparation uf debates or other creative oral assignments.
Although the tune may very well be worth it, since the opportunity for
student talk increases dramatically, such a traditional use 9f foimal
pairs may not be appropriate on a daily basis.

In contrast to such highly structured activities, we would like to
suggest the use uf short, pair Interactions which may be integrated into
the repetitive, rote-level stages of instruction. During the drill or a
dialogue, pattern practice, or phone tks exercise, students may simply
be asked to turn to a person sitting next to them and practice the item
two or three tunes. Informal use or small groups might also be devel-
oped HI question-answer work. After the teacher has asked a question
several times, he or she may ask students to repeat the question and
turn to a neighbor to ask tilt question, a technique that is especially
el fective in the "warm-up time when familiar questions are often
raised. While this takes a very hula!! amount or time, it encourages
students to work actively on the language producing it, listening

to it. and correcting each other,
In addition, such informal pairing serves as a learning pause, allows

the teacher to provide tido, hlualized help, .ind encourages stmknts to
simulate inure realistic one-to-one interactions in the language while not
allowing them enough time to engage in orf-task activitks. By varying
the seating arrangement or by asking students to work with the student
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sitting on the left, right, in front, behind, or diagonally, teachers can
easily vary the membership of the informal pairs so that certain groups
do not reinforce each others' errors and a positive, work-oriented
tension is maintained.

What is more, asking students to work with certain people may
meet various pedagogiLal goals. In a combined Llass, the teacher may
choose to have a fourth y oar and fifth-year student work together so
tlut the more advanLed student may help the other one. Similarly, one
might decide to put students from dif ferent parts of the room into pairs
or small groups so that they get to know each other and begin to build
systems of trust and Looperation, thus taking into account the hnpor-
tanLe of talking with different people and of hearing different voices as
zi means of developing listening skills and flexibility.

With students of limited proficiency in English, the pairing of a
limited English speaker and a native speaker an assigned "buddy"
can be partkularly effeLtive. This "buddy" could be assigned to work
with the nonnative in a particular Lontent area, such as math, or to sit
near the student for a week tu help out during the entire day's interae-
tion.4 Specifically, one student a week could be asked to sit next to
the nonnative student to reexphin the teacher's direLtions, to begin
worksheets with him or her, or to model examples for in-Llass work.
Similarly i buddy Lould be se Wed from a more advanced class to
spend 15-20 minutes a day lid ping the nonnative speaker, or all the
students in the dass Lould be imolved in preparing visuals for major
poipts in a reading lesson, a science unit, or a history lesson. This
proLedure not only LlieLks the learning of all the students but also gives
the t eaLher or buddy ex t ra nw terials for drilling and rev iew ing curriLuluni
content. In Aldition, a "buddy of the week" might call the friend at
home to chat, remind him or her of assignments, or go over homework.

In maintaining a high level or efficiency, or on-task-ness, during
both formal and informal p,ars, several points might be considered.
liNt hmitmg the number or students per group to two, or at the most
three to tour, may help reinforce i feeling of involvement and mutual
dependenLe, In enLouraging students to work steadily during these
tAiv flies, a definite tinie limit For the activity may act as a motivator.

In faLt, a teaLher may even set out d kit dien timer so that the students
tlwinselves bek,utile responsible fur their progress and develop a sense
of self-paLing aluable training for stuLknts, espeLially at the junior

(1,)
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high age, who need to be trained to Lomplete tasks within assigned time
periods. In addition, students will work more steadily if the teacher
circulates during these activities, thus keeping students on task by
responding to individual questions or problems, by giving suggestions,
nd by showing interest in the proLeedings. By giving grades or at least

comments on the progress and aaievements of the various groups, and
by clearly outlining definite outvome for the activity, teachers are
more likely to enLourage students to work with -more purpose and
focus.

A third set of teaaing strategks to be considered when structuring
such pair or small-group .k.tivities deals wit h maintaining an appropriate
balance between the use of English and the target language. We have
noted that students are more likely to use the target language if the
teaacr pnines or prepares them vvith the neLessary vocabulary. It is only
logkal that students need to review necessary forms, semantic items,

nd samplc sentences before they begin to work more independently.
Thus, before putting students into groups to ask each other about what
they re going to do during the weekend, the teacher could have the
class repeat tlte question, theu elkit possible answers from the group,
and finally au' Il review these models before the small-group practice.
It may also be effective to offer simple reminder of the need to use the
target languageis well as to summarize and demonstrate the expected
student behavior during di, aetiv ity . By giv ing verbal instructions, atAing
out how the aLtivity is to be conducted, writing the direLtions on the
board as a referenLe, or even providing a written worksheet to guide the
activity, then asking students to paraphrase the direLtions and to give
n example of how they will carry out the adivity befinv they go into

groups. the teadter antiLipates students' needs and thus avoids unnec-
eswy English as well as nonengaged wait-time.

Thus, we would like to suggest that there are several approaches to
work in pans and small groups nd that the use of informal pairs as
well s a 1,arity of structuring behaviors may be important in imple-
menting sua aLtiv dies in n d'le,tive and efficient way. Specific.illy,
thc strategies outlin,d above lows on making students ac,ountable for
the tnue spent in imr or small-group activities. In addition, they
elnphasize the tole of such Ltiv Ines in developing both repetitive and
eonnaunn.ativ c skill in the target language, while minimizing both the
need forind the thne that may be devoted to, speaking English.

(.3
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Developing Varied Language Skills

In that the professional journals contain several articles a year on
small-iroup activities, and that, as noted in the introduction to this
paper, the proponents of small-group work in the foreign language
classroom are especially well-represented, there are numerous possi-
bilities available to the teacher who is seeking to implement these
activities and who can analyze the potential strengths and.limitations of
such activities in terms of increased student speech and engaged time.
Baker's review or the literature makes an excellent starting point for
teachers looking for ideas. The annual iICTPL Review of Foreipt Lan-
guage Education, w luch summarizes recent research and publications on
foreign language teaching for each year, is another useful souree.5
Because or tune and space limitation, , we will list here just a few small-
, up activities that we have found successful, organizing them around
the ajor skills to be developed. Obviously*, there will be some overlap,

lois example, in "listening,- since one student talks while the other
listem. Our purpose in this listing is to demonstrate that pair and small-
group ictivities may be organized to meet a wide variety of instructional
gou s in each or the foreign language skill areas.
Listening skills. Nation suggests a "combining approach."6 Basically,
this is a matching game in which pairs of students are each given a
printed sheet containing ..ither pictures or word cues in a numbered
sequence. Approximately half the items are the sante on both sheets.
One student reads aloud the first written item or describes a particular
picture after which the partner looks at his or her sheet, listens to the
other student, and then must deckle if they have a match, that is,
whether w hat the other student has said describes the picture or words
on his or her sheet. Nation includes many variations on this technique,
incorporating both writing skills ark. grammar work, however, the main
IL u in ll the possibilities is an emphasis on students' listening to and
showing an und erst a nd i ng or t her peers' u t teranees.

Speaking skills. Affective-learning activities, based on the Christensen
model,' are useful stimuli for speaking interactions. The teacher sets
tip a situation:

I. It is midnight You have run out of gas in the Lountry. No cars go
by You are alone. You go up to a dark house. You knock no

(;,)
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answer. You slowly open the door. (All nf this is done in the 't.irget
language with appropriate visuals and actions.)

In small groups, students then work on completing a matrix sentence
that grows out or the situation:

II. You
feel

are
nervous because you forgot to fill the tank.
frightened your parents expect you home.
terrified no one answers the door.
curious you are afraid of the dark.
interested you wonder who lives here.
excited ? ? ?
angry
tired
9 9

While this is a fairly structured activity, since choices are offered to
students, each pair still has the opportunity to make up a Mae variety
of unique wmbautions or (nen deate their own sentemes. A continuing
story line could be created by adding more guide sentences.

III. You hear a sound. Is It a creak? a noise? a moan? a sob?
a. You turn around and see b. Then you hear

nothing. a shriek.
a dog, a door open.
a bat, a door shut.
a mouse, the telephone.
a tall, skinny person. "Bonjour."
? ? ? ? ?

IV. What would you not want to see or hear? Why? What would you
prefer to see or hear? Why?

V. Now you fed because

Reading skills. Similar to Rivers "correct the teacher" technique,8
rewritten dialogues or narrative's could be given to students to read and
k.orrect toge,her. In stk.h adiv hies, the teacher inserts false information
and students must corret-t the sentences to conform to the facts of pre-
viously studied materials. This tedmklue hecks students' comprehen-
sion of the lessons and reviews the . untent in a different way. To guide

sc o
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students, the waLlier might indicate how many incorrect points are
included in the passage.
Writing skills. Printed materials can be a useful stimulus for pair or
small-group writing Ativities. For this purpose, Monica suggests a
variety of ,aids, including crossword puzzles, mazes, scrambled letters,
and word-searLh puzzks, lyrks or songs with vieletions that students
nu in from listening to a recordind ads for yhieh students fill in
attention-getters.° We have also found dictations an effective activity
during pair work, since students must pronounce correctly and clearly
from the copy given out by the teacher so that the partner can produLe
the correet written version. Lxclhinging roles allows both students tp
11.11,e a writing experience..rs well as une in listening and reading aloud.
Grammar skills. Drawing on ideas from materials that locus on affective
mv olvernent of .,tadents," the teacher eould organize Naried grammar
practice in small groups. For example, Christensen's situational model,
mentioned above, could be tised to work on adjective agreement.
Jarvis et al. suggest exereises that review the use of an infinitive and
nouns with a Llefinite article after verb,s of emotion,II or an interview
format could be used to locus on a gramnhitical point in a persmilized
way.
Cultural growth. Culture capsules, written in the target language, could
be Studied in small groups using follow-up quetions, or materials in
a mini-drama form12 could be read.aloud in pairs and answers could
be formulated for the proposed solutions to the cultural conflict
contained in di'. ininklr.atna. As a follow up to cultural work, Morain
suggests that students analyze and discuss a teacher-nude "cultoon,"
a drawing which represents in visual, cartoon-like form the cultural
points and differences."

Conclusions

lii thh paper, we have first presented the findings of an intensive
observational t 1td in i n..Ittempt to vleterpine the effect 'of four
vliffercn! group swes tin tutknts' opportunity to learn in foreign lan-
guage classrooms. Specifically , the number, type, and quality of inter-
action., as %veil as the level of students' active learning, or engdged, time

(1
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were considered. As discussed in Tables 1, 2, and 3, students' oppor-
tunity to learn did vary by group size, and, as a result, the group size,
or LOntext of instruLtion, played an important role in the development
of certain language skills,

In the second pa'rt of the paper, two sets of teaching strategies that
might facilitate the use of pairs or smalLgroups are discuss'ed. The first
deals with forno and informal pairs, the membership of such groups,
and the role of tlw tea.ber in maintaining a high level of eng.igement
and use of the target language. The set.oud focuses on classroom activi-
ties that teaLhers might cond.ict. in pair or small-group settings a
set.tion whi.b is abbreviated due to the abundance of materials already
available in existing literature,

Overall, the paper was developed so that the two sections are
complementary , the first helping to clarify both the strengths and
limitations or sudi groupings, and the set.ond guiding practitioners in
their searh f.n appropriate materials and activities, More important,
Iwwever, it is hoped that the paper will serve as an introduction t6 a
newer line or researt.h in foreign language education which takes as,
its beginning nut sa Lonsensual .summary of pros and Loris. but rather
an analysis of why classrooms function as they du and how teachers
and students Lan maximize opportunity to learn in a settings.
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Techniques in ESL/FL
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Information transfer (LT.) is a set of techniques applicable to reading
and listening comprehension. Broadly speaking, this objective is

achieved by facing the students with a written or spoken text and
proidding inLomplete visbal stimuli to be completed with information
drawn from the text. The idea is that the learners are helped in under-
standing the text by means of a nonverbal device such as a diagram,
a graph, or a table.' The nonverbal device cues the students to certain
organizational properties of the text. Information transfer operates
something like this. The student brings, information, assumptions,
opinions, and expectations to the text. Tilen those items are used in
conjunction with nonverbal devices to dccode the text and yield its
content to the learner [Fig. I] .

Figure 1

ESL/FL
learner 4

decoded message

Output: What text brings
to learner

Nonverbal
device
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Here ian example from a reLently published text.2 The expression
hemisferio ocental (Western Hemisphere) is introduced in the read-
ing passagernd.its meaning is evaluated in the following multiple
choice item [Fig. 21:

Figure 2

INSTRUCHON. WW1 letter represents the hemisjerio occidental?
A.
B.
c.
D.

Notke that here the students retrieve verbal information from the
text and decode it by means of the nonverbal device included in the
testing item. There has been a transfer of information from the verbal
to the graphic medium and back to the verbal medium.

The example abort: illustrates information transfer at its simplest.
The item tested is content vocabulary and the response required is of
the multiple-choice type. More complex tasks can be attempted. For
exampler group of' learners inay be given a simrh reading passage
about matter and its properties. A set of paragraphs describes the three
states of matter and the properties of' each. The information in these
paragraphs is tested by means of this item [Fig. 31.

It is worth pointing out here that the learners are given ,z minimum
of r crbal dues inserted in a predominantly visual tlisplay that reflects
the underlying organization of the information in the text. Despite
its apparent sophistkation, the &rice has been informally shown to be
effective even with underachievers in foreign languages.3

We see then that information transfer allows for work with qualiy-
tively different eduLational objeLtnes. When simple knowledge is the

,
I 1
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Figure 3

A. ,-STATES OF MATTER

B. State ofMatter

2.

3.

TABLE I

a)
b)
c)

b)

d)

a)
b)
a)
d)

Properties

'
objective. it t,an providc assistance in familiarizing students with
vocabulary. At higher levels, it can assist students in applying specific
criteria in the evaluation of a text. In the example that follows, the stu-
dents have listened to interviews of tour persons of similar social status,
with two of them being considerably younger than the other two.4 The
learners are askc'd to listen to the interviews a second time, but on this
occasion they are given a set of criteria to evaluate the langu4e of the
persons. These Lriteria include items such as variety of vo Aulary,
simple or t,oniplex senteme usage, repetitiousness and undue hesitation,
etc. Then they are asked to evaluate the performance of the four speak-
ers through the device shown in Figure 4.

As suggested in the examples given, information transfer is ideal for

testing and helping comprehension of nonliterary diacourse. Its validity
for literary discourse is somewhat uncertain, but Grellet provides some
interesting applit-ations.5 The extent to which these techniques can
really go bey ond the informational content to illuminate the specificaily
aesthetic features of a literary text is still open to question. However,
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Figure 4

STUDENTS
(Drgna
and
Gerrndn)

M)U LTS
(('armen
Gloria c.:4
aunts)

3

2

3

2

VOCABU LA RY

SPOKEN
SENTENCE

STRUCTURE LOGIC

SPOKEN
SENTENCE

VOCABULARY STRUCTU RE LOGIC

we should note that much modern literary criticism has found that
diagrams, tables. and graphs are extremely useful in clarifying various
aspeLts of plot, symbols, and interpersonal relations in drama and fic-
tion.

All the examples given previously work from the verbal (text) via
the visual (graphic display) and back to the verbal (reading and listening
comprehension). Examples Lan also be found in which information
transfer works the other way around, i.e., from visual to verbal. In this
last illustration, the students are given a graph and are required to
demonstrate their comprehension by completing the gaps in a brief
text with the information from the graph [Fig. 51.6 The material..

appended to the present paper gives further illustration of how a series
of LT. devices can be used to test and teach the main concepts and
ideas in a written text.

Other types of information transfer devices are possible. ordering
a sequence of pictures, Lomparing ext and pictures, Lompleting docu-
ments, and giving directions on a ma .7
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Figure 5

hitro(Juctory Exercise B

St udy this graph carefully and till in the blanks below.

Gráfico I
Pesca promedio 1966-70

Millones de 11

toneladas
indult:as

9

7

5

3

2

Pesca promedio mundial:
63.020.000 toneladas
mdtricas al alio

El gráfico !lustre el

Peru Japón Union China Noruega Estados India

Sovidtica,

de pesca entre los atios

Unidos

y

La nacion europea con mayor actividad pesquera es con un promedio de

de toneladas. El segundo pais europeo en importancia es

de toneladas). Con un promedio aproximado

de de toneladas es la naciOn pesquera mâs

importante de las Americas y del mundo ocupa el segundo lugar en el

mundo (aprommadamente 9.000.000 de toneladas). En Asia, el tercer lugar col.-

responde a
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Having explained the use of information transfer techniques, it is
now time to look at their justifkation. This falls under two main head-
ings: linguistic and pedagogic.

Information transfer devices foeus on the funLtion of language in a
given text. We tend to think of language in terms of sounds, letters,
words, sentenees, paragraphsmd so on. Of course there is more to
language than that. When we speak or write, we not only generate
sounds, letters, sentences, etc., we also try to describe, explain, apolo-
gize, convince, order, promise, and threaten. In a reading passage, the
language may be used to define, exemplify, describe, explain, and
classify. Information transfer exercLes take advantage of this property
of language to draw the attention of the students to the logical organi-
zation of the text, to the ways in which the writer has deployed
information and to how language reflects this organization. LT.
activities require students to concentrate on what words, sentences,
and other language units do in a given text.

We are thus dealing with a newer approach to testing reading
comprehension which also acts as a valuable teaching tool. At this
point, evidence from ;he psychology of learning conies in to provide
additional support fur the approach we are discussing. GagiW has
drawn attention to the function of tables, graphsmd diagrams as
elements that influenee the learning of factual information.' Tabular
and similar _types of graphic presentation of data "may be expected to
proeide organizing faetors whidi aid the storage and retrio,al of factual
information." Moreorer, diagrams and graphs offer the additional
advantage that they can be recalled as visual images.

If we extend these conclusions from general learning theory to
foreign language teaching, we Lan easily see that 1.T. exercises are
powerful teaching aids in that they help the learners to see the organiza-
tion of information in a written textillowing them to store and
ret neve t he in format ion along A It h the language. Cogni tire psy chologists

and language teachers sueli as Risers tell us that it is important to
establish a cognitive framework of references in order to facilitate
what Rivers calls "skill-getting."9

In summary. (.T. exereises are entirely justified on both linguistic
and pedagogical counts. They are firmly rooted in the organiZational
nature o (the written text and on the hierarchiea I structure of learning.

t9
t )
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However, despite their novelty, we must remember that devices are a
supplement to, not a substitute for, proven reading comprehension
exercises, from multiple-choice and direct questions to the doze tech-
mque and its various modifications. The tried exercise types are in fact
enriched and extended by the addition of information transfor.

Appendix I
Matter

All our environment is formed by matter. Matter is anything that
ot,cupies space. The three states of matter are solid, liquid, and gaseous.

A solid has a definite shape and volume, and is highly resistant to
Lompression. It usually presents a number of faces. A liquid does not
present a definite shape. it assumes the shape of the container that
hokls it. It has volume. It is also highly resistant to compression and it
presents only one surfat,e, on the upper part of its volume. A gas also

has the shape of the t,ontainer that holds it but it has no free surfaces.
A gas can expand until it completely fills its container.

Matter does not always remain in the same state. The addition or
subtraction of heat causes changes in the state of a body. For example,
subtracting heat from a liquid results in ice (solid state). Conversely, a
liquid ( water) becomes a gas when we add heat. Carbon dioxide (CO2),
a gas, t,an bet,ome a liquid and then a solid when it is cooled and com-
pressed.

Matter has general and specific properties. There are five general
properties. First, we have weight, caused by the gravitational force of
oor planet, the Lath. Second, there is mass. each object or body has a
definite quantity of matter. Next conies volume: the mass of an object
ot,cupies spat,e. Impenetrability is a fourth property: two bodies cannot
ot,ctipy the stime space simultaneously. Finally, we must mention
inertia, the property of masses at rest to continue at rest, or masses
in motion to t,ontinue in motion unless there are external forces that

mll uence them.
The general qualities of matter demonstrate the similarities between

the tlifferent bodies or objects. On the other hand, the sp6cific
properties indicate the manner in which bodies differ. One of them is
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ductibility, the property of bodies that can be stretched into wires with
very small diameters. This is one uf the characteristics of copper (Cu).
Another specific property is strength or resistancL of solids to breaking
forces. A third property is elasticity or the capacity of a body to recover
its original shape when the deforming force stops.

A final observation about the constitution of. matter. Two objects
that are very different in appearame are in laLt constitked by very
small. invisible particles. These particles (molecules) are the smallest
units that constitute .1 body. Each molecule has the properties charac-
teristic of a body or substance. For example, there are molecules of
water, salt, sugar, alcohol, nitric acid, and many others.

(Adapted from L. T. Masson,
General Science Made Easy. New
York: Editors Press Service, 1964).

Appendix 11
Comprehension

Complete these diagrams and tables with information from the text.

A. Figure 1

STATES OF MATTER

B. State of Matter TABLE I

a )
b)

)

a )
b)

)

a )

e )
(I)

Properties
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C. TABLE 2
,

Initial State Temperature Intermediate TPip. Final
(+ add) State State
( subtract]

Solid

Gas

Liquid

D.

EXAMPLES

TABLE 3

Substance Initial State Temperature Interm. Temp. Final
(.1- add) State State
(-- subtract)

1. CO2

2.

3.

Figure 2

E. PROPERTIES dF MATTER

F. Look at this diagram and determine ,+, hia property is illustrated.

Force (a) Force (b)

A .1 A

(c)

A

PROPERTY

1--

1.1 -

I 0
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G. Look at this diagram and determine whit.h property is illustrated.

Figure 4

(b)(a) (c)

PROPERTY

H. Nom, look at this diagram and determine the property illustrated.

Figure 5

Wire C

PROPERTY

Noun
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National attention has begun to fouls' recently on the negative effects
that our monolingualism and Ltd tural isolation have had on our influence
in world affairs, on our economic security:and on world peace. Recent
events IL nude us painfully aware of our dependence on the goodwill
and help of other members of the world community. Our economic
vulnerability has brought a new realization, publicized most notably
by the President's Commission uai Foreign Languages and International
Stu 4U:h. tkit our national security demands substantial new efforts,
on our part to communicate with foreign peoples in their own lan-
guages in order to understand their ulltures and values, to explain our
:oncernsind to resolve mutual probkms. If we are to continue to
influence the Lourse of world events and to take a significant place
in the global Lommunit y. we must address our fellow nations as equals,
which means dealing with them on their own terms, respecting their
own vafue systems, and using their languages rather than expecting
thm ttY use English. Our traditionally arrogant and imperialistic ap-
proaa 0 world dflairN must yield to one, of understanding, empathy,
and mutual respect.

Unfortumitely, ours is a Lountry that has traditionally ignored the
u-
rn existerk,e of foreign language minorities within its borders and has failed
es,

to rt,,..ognize the ralue of its bilingual Litizens as a vital national resource.
r-

rat-ed with\ a Lomplex new world situation in which international
k-ommunkations have bek.ome inaeasingly conunon, inexpensiveind
nek-essa6, howerer, we must abandon the melting-pot mentality of the
past and embrak.e our multicultural and multilingual heritage, protect.
mg, promotmgind utilizing this rich diversity to help solve pressing
national and international problems. Specifkally, in order to compete
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successfully in the world marketpLice, we must make a special effbrt
to priunote foreign language competence and cultural sensithity among
ovr business remsentatives, the people who establish and maintain
commercial contacts on our behalf with other cultures and peoples of
the world. Our ethnic and linguktic minorities can be tapped to help fill
the need for hilingual professionals in our commercial establishment.

In an attempt to meet the new challenges of our increasingly com-
plicat;d and interkkpendent world Com in unity , new programs combining
the qudy of foreign languages and business are being created at colleges
and unRersities across the nation. Three years ago, we at Eastern
Michigan L'no eNity became one of the first universities to initiate such
a program at the undergraduate level. Our highly successful B.A. and v
I \ Language and International Trade Programs in French, Gerntan,
and Spanish nom, hal,e a combined enrollment of more than 200 majors.
These progr.ani have thrce basic.components. aJausiness.area,aAanguage

and interaational studies area, and a cooperativt-edu,,ation job place-
ment experience On the undergraduate level, each Mal ent must
oimplete courses in in icrkik:.onomiLs and Illat.roeconoinics, International
business and marketing. geography, history, and political science. In
addition to th.:se basic requirements in the business and international
areas. cad) student must compkte approximately 24 semester hours of
specialized LOW. Nk.'N in unne opera tioy area of business ad Ministration.
The total for the business area comes to more than 40 semester hours
fin most N t mkpts In the language area. each student %must complete a
minimum of IM hours of foreign language courses, including at least six
semester hours of third-y car commercial Spanish. Most incoming sRi-
dents end up taking closer to 30 hours of forevi language training, for
two,reasons lust, their low entrance proficietkp4t4Spanish requires
tlut they compkte soeral prerequisites prior foqtkIlifying for the
third-y ear specialized courses, and second. most students %;v4ilio complete
the third y ear required courses prior to their final year continue with
the ,emor-lcul business.Spanish courses or other language courses in
order t(1 Illaint.1111 and improve their skills. Finally, all students must
%.(implete, prior to giaduat ion, a WU eratire-education work experience
la,tina a iiimmium kit total' months. fhe graduate students must fulfill
requirements similar to those explained here for the B.A. students,
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but on a more adyanced leyel. In addition to the undergraduate and
graduate programs in Language and International Trade. Eastern
Michigan Uniyersity also offers a major and a minor in Business Spanish,
which differ from the Language and International Trade major and
minor in th,iit they require no business area courses at all. Rather, the
Business Spanish major includes expanded requirements for business
language, culture. and literature,

ThrZ:e components of the commercial Spanish offerings at Lastern
Michigan are of special signific and will be klescri'Jed in detail the
business Spanish sequenc cour.es and their contents, (he examina-

tions for die Certific, e and the iploma in Commercial Spanish from
the Madnd Chamber of Commerqe and Industry md the Cooperative
Education Exchange Progqm in Si ain and Mexico.

The Commercial Spanish Courses and Their Contents

Students at Lastern Michigan University whose Spanish proficiency
is below thc third year of college level are expected to take regular
Spanish courses to meet prerequisite entrance requirements for the
commercial Spanish courses. which begin at the junior level. We offer
a six-course sequence, two three-hour courses each on th n. junior.
senior, and graduate levels:

SPN 361 Spanish lbr International Trade I
SPN 362 Spanish tor International Trade II
SPN 446 Business Spanish
SPN 447 Business Spanish
SPN 646 Spanish for Business Practices
SPN 647 Spanish tor Business Practices

These courses must be taken in order, each one being the prerequisite
for the next:All 110 c basically the same major components. cominercial
correspondence and documents. Spanish articles on business-related
topics, and a textbook covering vocabulary on a wide variety of
operational areas.

In ea,h course, students must both translate business letters fromISpanish to Lnglish and compose ) etters in Spanish for a wide variety of
commercial purposes. In addit on, students examine and discuss many
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other commercial documents, such as business t_ontracts, stocks, checks,
bank drafts, rental contracts, and real estate sales agreementsiccount-
ing books, promissory noles, powers of attorney, telegrams, invoices,
receipts, bills of lading and other unport-export Llocument.,, insurance
policies, etc.

The pfoblems of the academic community charged with the task of
developing and implementing cours.!s or this type are enormous, even
without the current trend to reduce governmental financial support to
academia. Most of us fordgn language teachers have doctorates from
traditional programs in literature oi linguistics, which provide no back-
ground in commercial Spanish or Hispanic business practices. As
professors, we are therefore faced with the prospect of a major "retool-
ing," often in our "spare" time as we teach full academic loads at insti-
tutions that do not provide adequate support for faculty development.
We must determine what linguistic skills and knowledge are pertinent
to the present and future job opportunities for bilingual people in
international companiesind we must learn and teach the lexical and
cultural ontents of those business-reiated areas. The time-consuming
devdopment and implementation of apprcpriate courses and adequate
testing procedures to measure their success are basic responsibilities.
Furthermore, the successful development of these programs depends on
our ability to communicate with each other, to publish descriptions of
our activities, courses, and curriculamd to hold conferences where we
can share our ideas and discuss our problems.

One'of the greatest obstacles to the development of our commercial
Spanish program kis been the lack of adequate .textbooks specifkally
defigned to teach kness Spanish aml Hispanic business practices to
students at U.S. colleges and universities, with appropriate exercises to
facilitate the assimilation of this large and alien arta of vocabulary. As
time progresses, many of us will develop and publish our own materials
and hooks to relieve this situation. In the meantime, I have compiled
a bibliography listing publications useful in the field of commercial
Spanish. As I scoured publishers' and distributors' catalogues, my
emphasis 1A.is on identifying books readily available in the United States,
so that this bibliography can serve the immediate and practica) needs of
new programs in commercial Spanish at colleges and universities across
the nation. To facilitate the ordering of items by !wanes, teacher,
students, and professionals, I include an appendix giving names,
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addresses, and phone numbers for most dome.stk and foreign publishers
and distributors represented among the 550 titles in the collection. kis
my hope that this Bthhograpkt of Books in Spanish for Intunational
)radc, to be published soon by the Amerkan Council on the Teaching\
of Foreign Languages, will provkk a Lonvenient starting point for the
implementation of our national mandate to provide eduLational training
in this new. area of higher education. It constitutes what may be con-
sidered a bask set of library holdings in Spanish for international
business, fornung the minimum resources necessary at any school with
a serious Lommercial-Spanish dirriLulum. It provides teachers with a
list of readily availabk books to use in their own continuing eduLa don
and for possible adoption for use in Lourses. It serves the student and
bilingual professional who need a personal library in their area of con-
Lentration, by providing lists of books on specialized aspects of the
business wo-Id.

In on:Lr to present the most elementary aspects of business letter
writing in the first semester of ,ummercial Spanish at EMU (SPN 361),
we use Mary II. JaLkson's Manoal A Lorrevw,dencia evailola (Skokie,
IL. National Textbook Company, 1978). For the second semester
Lourse iSPN 36:1), we use the more extensive Bihngua/ Guide to Busine.ss
and Prolcional Corropundetue (Oxford. Peiga mon Press, 1970) by
Joseph Ilarvard and Li. Ariza. This first ami of each course, corn-
merLial Lorrespondente and doLuments, is the area that has received
the most attention from publishersind there are many books available
that deal with this topk. In addition, commercial correspondence is
often a part of other books, stkh .s the two used as textbooks at EMU
disLussed btlow, %dila provide imi.orLint additional examples of
commercial documents other than letters.

ior the first-semester Lourse (SPN 361). the Spanish adaptation of
General Business (BeBrun, et al) by Carmen I. Rodriguez de Roque
and Margarita Piez de Abreu provides initial exposurt to vocabulary
from a representative sample of operatiom\ mlareas economics, consuer
interests, banking, insurance, bilaness coin nunkatiuns, business organi-
zatiou and manage m a nd governn ental relations went.Libor ith business,

alS %ell as job hunting. This introductio i is followed in the second
semester by one of very few textbooks aimed ,,pccifiLally at English-
speakers who want to learn commerLial-Spi..nish vocabulary and
I lispank business pradices. Nelly Santos, Espaliol comercia/ (New

6,1
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York. Harper & Row. 1981). This pioneering book, though marred by
--riequent printing errors and careless proofreading, is useful in providing

numerous readings in twelve chapters. each dealing with a separate
business area ..dministration and management, banking, real estate,
accounting. credit and finance. business law, economics, statistics,
data processing and computers, secretarial and office management,
marketing, sales and transportation, and insurance. For each chaptei,
Santos provides a second section w itil sample documents and related
correspondence. making the book a rich source for familiarizing students
with a wide variety of such materiais. Exercises help students assimilate
the business vocabulary.

The third component of each of our courses is the reading of
numerous articles published in foreign periodicals, such as Excelsior,
Unumdstim), and Ilispalwaniericano from Mexico, El Nacional and
Rownen from Venezuela. and the IBC Madrid from Spain. covering a
wide variety of business-mated topics. Each student is required to write
a summary , in Spanish. of the informafion given in the article or the
attitudes expressed in it. as if he or she were asked by a company to
keep track of business developments in foreign countries. The summary
report is presented to the class as an oral report. and a typed copy is
submitted to the teacher. The student. in collaboration with the teacher,
must make up logical vluestions. alsu in Spanish, that cover the main
points of the article. In addition. the students must choose important

ImmerLial-Spanish terms from the article mid provide accurate denni-
tions in Spanis:, for them. These materials the article, the questions,
and the vocabulary must be copied and distributed to all class members
one week prim to the dat e of the oral report. The questions are answered
in class alter the report is given and the article is discussed.

In the past three y ears, this last component has been one of the
most successful in pito, idmg exposure for the students to the comma-
. d Spanish le \ icon in a native, unadulterated context. Being entirely
in Spamsh with no ret ercnce to English. it encourages students to build
associati, ins ami iim. commercial and noncommercial Spanish words and

xpre ssIt ins_ I t encourages students to use a Spanish-to-Spanish diction-
ary as opposed t an I nglish-to Spanish one and provides practice in
manipulating the new le \Kai items, Because of the great success of this
procedure. I am now writing a Gradcd 13u.sines.s-Spwath Reader for use
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in my classes. It is an anthology of articles, at..Lompanied by a number
of exercises.

This reader will contain about 20 articles, in order of difficulty or
length. The text of each article. with important or difficult terms
glossed in the margins, is at.k.ompanied by a number of exercises provid-
ing a guide to the Lomprellensiun of its Lontents as well as further prac-
tice with its business-Spanish vot.abulary Stme dev doping extensive
fanulianty and fluent* w ith the LommerLial-Spanish lexicon is the nuin
purpose. most of these exercises and the marginal glosscs make no
referent.es to English. They require in ,tead the frequent use of a
Spanish-to-Spanish dicliomiry and fotus attention on tilt: intrit..at inter-
rektionships among the terms and expressions of each article's coMMer-
cial subjecl matter. Present plans call for the following ty pes of exercises
for each article:

The Ctwmonanu is a list of questions, in Spanish, on the article's
Lontents. Answering these tluestions using complete Spanish
sentent.es Lontnbutes to the overall understanding of the main
points and many details of the article's contents and offers
praclit-e in mampulating the art ncle's,business-Spanish vocabulary.

2. The exeruse of nutehing select-M business-Spanish terms with
their Spanish definitions, w hich define the speclalized items
using simpler. everyday words, helps develop Jhe student's
assouation of these terms with other related v Labuhry, buikl-
mg on the student's previous know ledge by tying the new lexical,
areas to ones previously learned.

3. The exeroses that require Hie matching of selecled vocabulary
items with Spankh sy nonyms and antony ins demonstrate the
existenLe of related Lommercial-Spanish terms not found in the
article itself. and also int.rease the student's awareness of associa-
tions among such terms in Spanish.

4, The cxc rLis in ognates demonstrates tl at a large number of
sua words exists and reminds the studei t of the patterns tlwi
each language uses to form different parts of speech.

5 In addition to demonstrating the existence of additional forms
for words found in t he artidei word-family ,..xercise develops
familninty ith the sy stematic patteno that exist in Spanish for
the formation of various Wurds from one root.

b c)
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6. By requiring him Or her to fill in the blanks in Spanish sentences
with the appropriate words to make logical sense, the final exer-
cise t,:sts the student's assimilation of the meanings and uses of
selected vocabulary items from the artick. This exercise might
be included in the Teacher's Manual as a sample test for each
article.

The Madrid Chamber of Commerce and Industry Exams

Several years ago, the Camara Oficial de Comer:to e Industria de
Madrid, in cooperation aiith the Escuela Oficial de Ithomas de Madrid.
developed examinations in commercial Spanish for foreigners, on two
different levels. The basic-level examination leads to a title they call the
Certificado de Esparto! Comercial Básico, while successful candidates
for the advanced-level tests receive the Diploma de Espaiiol Comercial.
In the,spring of 1981 , Eastern Michigan University became the exclusive
testing center for these exams for a five-state region of the Midwest,
including Michigan, Wisconsin. Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. Students
wishing to qualify for either of the degrees awarded by the Madrid
Chamber of Commerce and Industry may register through the Depart-.

ment of Foreign Languages and Bilingual Studies of Eastern Michigan
University and present themselves early in May of each year on the
EMU campus. Each test consists of a written part, sent from Madrid
and returned there for grading, and an oral part, created and graded by
the faculty of Eastern Michigan University. A representative of the
Madrid Chamber of Commerce and Industry will be present each year
during the administration of the examinations.

The basic level examination consists of a twenty-five-minute oral
test and a written test lasting an hour and a half. Dur;ng the oral part.
the candidate must discuss for ten minutes some topic related to cur-
rent Spanish economics or industrial development with a panel of
professors. The student rnay choose and prepare thi; topic ahead of
time. In addition, the panel w ill spend 15 additional minutes questioning
the candklatc orally Jn the administrative organization of businesses
and on LommerLial-Spanish terminology. The written exam Lonsists of
three parts. The first is a twenty-minute dictation of a commercial text.
Second, the student is given 30 minutes to compose a Spanish business
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letter on a specific topic. Finally, the student has 40 minutes to answer
ten questions on topics relating to various aspects of business adminis-
tration. from a list provided by the Chamber of Commerce in advance.
The topics include, amongsothers, the following. business organization,
manaLlement, marketingiccounting, billing, commercial correspon.
dence, and administrative services.

The advanced-level examination also consists of two parts. a thirty-
five-m inute oral test and a written test lasting one hour and forty-five
minutes. During the oral part the candidate for the Diploma must con-
verse for 15 minutes with the panel on a commercial topic of current
interest in the Hispanic business world which will be selected by the
professors. In addition, the candidate Is gNen a business reading that
must b.. sumnunzed briefly in oral form on the spot. Twenty minutes
sire given for tins exercise. The written test has three parts. The candi-
date is given 30 nunutes to read an article on a business-related topic
and to write a summary of its main points which is no more than one
fourth the kngth of the original. Next, the candidate must compose a
commercial document or letter on a given topit; in 30 minutes. Finally,
the candidate must answer ten questions on commercial law and the
Spanish economy (45 minutes).

EMU's CooperativeEducation Exchange Program

The final major component of the commercial-Spanish curriculum
at EMU which I will discuss is our placement of students, prior to
araduation and as a requirement for completion of their studies, in full-
time Jobs for a minimum of four months. Some placements last up to
t 111/4: IMIXIIllum of one yearind students often nuke eontacts during
this cooperative-education ,:xperience whieh lead to permanent employ-
ment after graduation. The jobs must be related to business administra-
t toil rather th in merely clerieal or production-line positions. One pur-
poy: ol this requirement is to give on-the-job experience in international
business to thc students, so pl cements involving international aspects
of business are preferred. it is hoped, also, that the job involvcs use of
Spanish. Re shalt:Fits must receive a ssaar y. from the firm that employs
them which ts ,,tiffkient tor them to live comfortably wherever they
are placed. Many students fulfill this obligation through jobs in the
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United States. The best of our students may qualify, however, for
placement in Mexico, Spain, Argentina, or some other Spanish-speaking
country We are developing cooperatiye agreements with foreign univer-
sities and business schools, whereby they will place our students and
oversee and evaluate their work experienee and we, on our part, will do
the same for foreign students of theirs who want experienee working in
the U.S.A. Solution., for visa and work-permit problems are facilitated
beLause the program is an exchange, so that for every job taken by one
of our studentsi foreign national is hired here. This component of the
LommerLial-Spanish program, implemented on a trial NIS i Buer.os
Aires (Argentina) and CuernavaLa (Mexico) last year d scheduled for
implementation in Madrid this spring, is not yet firm in place.
llowever, sunilar exehange components for commercial ench and
LommerLial German have been very successful over the past two years,
and we are cepeLting to develop trilateral exchanges for in atilingual
students m the future. We beli,ne that these cooperative 1..ork experi-
enLes are very Naluabk for the students involvedind that the exchange
of kkas and business training thus obtained serves to promote inter-
national understanding and cooperation.

Concleczityn: The Future of Commercial Spanish

'Ve at Eastern MiLlugan University are convinced that post-Viet
Nam era international eventsis.well as the growing political Nbibility
of our IlispaniL population duri.ng the 1980s, will mike it impossible
for our leaikrs to Lontinue to ignore the urgency of foreign language
instruLtion to many aspects .f our national and international well-
being. lh I ut me will demonstrate that programs combining Spanish,
businessind international studies are part of LI major new direction in
eduLation in tlw United States. A cursory examination of job announce-
ments in the Wall Street Juurp ii or the Sunday New York Times
Lonfirnh that there is a signifkant job market for bilingual people
trained in business and business professionals trained in foreign lan-
guages. rhk present need is growing rapidlyind results of surveys we
have made of international firms in the U.S.A. indkate rapkl increases
in such employment opportunities in the near future.
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As professional foreign language educators, there are a number of
pressing aallenges we have to Eke now. We must develop programs to
train our business mpeLialists in commercial Spanish 3 ill Hispanic

business practices. We must dtnelop teaching materials and textbooks
to aid in this prot.essis well as proficiency examination: to measure
our success, We must leelop corporate funding and seek closer cooper-
ation 1Jetween our educational institutions and our business establish-
ment, which is ,Ital to the suLcess of these efforts aimed at the national
best interests and the future peace and stability of the world community.
As v.,e,attempt to set up the mechanisms needed to meet these chal-
lenges. It is essential that we hold conferences at which we can meet
and exchange ideas and make plans for the future. Such conferences
should include presentations on rarious aspects of the business-Spanish
curriculum, including the following:

Rationale for programs in foreign languages for business.
Fundmg (private and governmental) for programs of this type.
1:xistg or planned B.A. and M.A. programs in business Spanish,
degree requirements, course descriptions, aml their relationship
to the traditional Spanish curriculum.
Textbooks and materials for teaching commercial-Spanish courses.
Lxaminations for the Certificado and the Diploma de Espafiol
Comercialiwarded by the Madrkl Chamber of Commerce (avail-
able at EMU ).
Profkie no, exam inat ions for students in business-Spanish programs.
Cooperatae-cducation job plaLements in businesses in Spanish-
speaking countries.
Present and future emp!oyment opportunities in international
companies with bilingual requirements.
Stra:egies for promoting the study of business Spanish, the devel-
opment of cominercial-Spanish programsind professional com-
munication among interested teacheN.

It Is my sincere hope that this exLhange of ideas, as well as that afforded
by our presentations at the Central States ConferenLe on the Teaching
uf Foreign Languages, will contribute significantly to the development
uf foreign language instrut.t ion d thl multilingualisni in the United States.
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Many college students today believe that if they are to survive in the
present economic climate after graduation, they must choose a career
track early and specialize in a fairly narrow field of knowledge. They
often have little opportunity to sample offerings in other discip:ines,
unless required for the degree, with the result that they can be embar-
rassingly ill-informed on any subject except the immediate field of
specialization. ,

I At first glance, it might seem that foreign language students would
escape these intelleLtua blinders because of the "global" approach
and the emphasis on cultural content in FL courses of study. But all
too often in the study of a literary work, teachers find that quotations
or allusions to subjects that ought to b,e a part of the mental furnishings
of an educated person bring only blank looks, whether they refer to
music, art, historical events, or scientific and philosophical ideas.

In an attempt to fill in some of these cultural gaps the University
of North Dakota initiated mini-courses one-semester-credit courses

V)
<-1 given for two hours one day a week over a period of eight weeks,
c.1
cn usually late in the afternoon. These offerings include a number of
o topics of general appeal that draw students from all over the University.1
w and often from the community at large. Some are cross-listed with

other departments history/foreign languages, history/fine arts/philos-
opliy. English/foreign languages and may make use o; teaching
resources from several departments. The croSs-listed ones, of course,
are taught in English and carry either elective or humanities credit.

9 I
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Foreign language students may obtain additional major or minor credit
by supplementary readings in the language and writing a paper on an
approved topic.. or by Lompl:ting an independent study project and
presenting an oral or written report on it.

Two of these courses "Joan of Arc" and "German Heritage in
Ameri*La" have proved so suLLessful that we can repeat them every
second or third semester with good enrollments. The first deals with a
personality,in a limited time;space context, the other covers a broad
socioeconomic. dad Lu !tural spectrum over several centuries. We shall
disLuss both in some detail, showing how the mini-course can be
adapted to different kinds of vbject matter and resources.

Joan of Arc

If you were asked to narne the ten most important personalities of
the lust 2.000 years, you would probably include Joan of Arc on your

Lven though she MIi ! out of nowhere five and a half centuries ago
and flashed across the world stage for only a little more tkin two years,
her brief life and meteoric. Lareel have left people wondering ever since.
Thoumnds of books have 1,,en written about her. It is estimated that
there were 500 before 1540. 2,500 by 1889ind more than 12,000 by
1920, w hen she was canonized. Since then, millions of words have
appeared in print about her. and there is no end to the attempts to
solve the emgnu of her origins, character, and inspiration.

-The study of Joan h especially suited to an interdisLiplinary
course because or tile many facets involved:

History. Who was she? \Vas she really the simple country girl of
legend oris some believe, the illegitimate daughter of Queen
Isabeau. and therefore half-sister to the Dauphin? Was she an
cya/tc'e, or part of a political time bomb set years in advance of
evats? What were her military talents, if any? \Vas she the "first
Protestant." a women's "libber," a "peasant revolutionary," or
a FrenLh nationalist martyris various writers have characterized
her? Did she die on the pyre in the market square at Rouen, or
was she spirited away and another burned in her place? If she was
not a martyr, what happened to her?

2. Literature. Some of the world's greatest dramatists and novdists
have found her a fascinating subject.

94:
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3. Music. Operas, oratorios. and even musical comedies celebrate
her !ife, with librettos drawn from pkys or written specially for
the work.

4. Cinema and theater. There is whole library of films about
Jo in, and every serious at.tress hopes to play her at least once in
her stage or screen career.

5 Visual Arts. Although no contemporary portrait of Joan exists.
artists over the centuries have never ceased painting her and
making statues to represent her,

6. Theology and psychology. Were her visions imaginary, the result
of illness, or, as she insisted, visits from the angels? Did she
suffer, as sonw modern hist orians belio e, from hysteria, anorexia,

tuberLulosis, or some other nervous disorder? Were her
miraLles really miraculous? Was she a witch? If so, what were the
evklemes or witchcraft? Why did -it take five centuries for the
Church to make her a saint?

With su1/411 a wealth of topio aml only sixteen contact-hours in which to
wibkler them, the two-hour weekly period must be Larefully planned,
Here is the way we do it.

At the beginning of the first meeting, the teacher reads several short
versions of the story from history texts, children's books, and other
simple awunts, pointing out disLrepanLies and raising questions about
probability motivation. and the like. Students receive a selected,
annotated bibliography that calls attention to the viewpoint and
prejudkes of the writers and questions the acwraq or their sources.
LeLtures throughout the Lourse are base0 on Saint Joan of Arc by
V. Sakv ( London Mkhael Joseph'. Ltd,, 1936. Quartet Books,
Ltd,, 1973).

The sewnd period begins with a 35-minute slkle presentation of
plaes and people assooated with the story. The lecture Covers the
various theories about Joan's, birth, the soLld I and economic status of
her family, variations in dates and acwunts, effects of the Hundred
Years' War, Joan's visions, and the beginning of her mission.

Tlw third leoure Lenters 1n1 the political and economic onditions
in ['rano:, the Dauphin's lineage and LharaLter, his first meeting with
Joan, tlw Battle of OrWansmd the coronation. A ten-minute slkft
presentationqhows sLenes of medioal warfare. Discussion of Schiller's
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Maid of Orleans focuses on literary style (in translation) and on his
historical inaccuracies. If possible, we have a professor from the
German department discuss Schiller's dramas and the Maid in particular.
Students hear recorded excerpts from Verdi's Giuraniui d'Arco (Angel
SCL-3791) and Tchaikovsky's Maid of Orleans (Angel-Melodiya SR-
40156), both based on the Schiller play,

Week IV begins with a 20-minute identification quiz on people and
places. The lecture covers the trial, and for dramatic effect we hear the
"Trial by the Beasts" from Honegger's oratori9., Joan at the Stake
(CBS-32-21-0004). Students requesting French ,:redit must listen to and
comment on the French version,Jeanne d'Arc au Bklwr (Col. SL-I 78).

The 'fifth lecture is on Saint Joan by George Bernard Shaw. The
class hears a recording of the trial scene and, if time permits, the
Epilogue (Argo RG-470-2).

:n the sixth week, we finish Saint Joan and beein Anouilh's The
Lark (students wishing French credit read l'illouette). We sum up the
historkal events, the pros and cons of the witchcraft accusation,
miracles, and sainthood. When possible, we nivite a member of the
Religious Studies department to discuss the process of canonization.

In the seventh session, we finish The Lark. Discussion centers on
the films about Joan dnd on the actresses who ha,v, played her on stage
and screen. If possible, we try to have the University's film series
include one of these films within the eight-week class period.

In the final week, there is a general, discussion on questions raised
-during the course. What opinions (if any ) do students have as to m hat
happened? The last hour is devoted to the final exam, made up of
multiple-choice anc: matching questions, with two short essay questions.
one asking the student's readion to the plays read, thc othei on his or
her judgment on what really happened in 1429-31,

The vast amount of published material about Joan makes it rela-
tively easy to find books and articles on every aspect of her life and
career. Th .! bibliography ol the course is merely representativo, of works
in print and concentrates on those mpst readily available. Hundreds of
art ides are listed in ills! R.:cuier's Guide to Periodkal Literature over the
years, some of which smuld be added to the list.

For a number of years we used as a textbook an excellent compila-
tion of historical documents and plays. Juan of Arc. Legend, and
Literature by Wilfred T. Jewkes and .krome B. Landfiekl (Ilarcourt
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Brace & World, InL., 19541, whiLli inLluded the three required plays in
English. Unfortunately, this book has been out of print for several years.
Our choice for a single hitorical. text is the Sackville-West, but it too
is very elusive. Published first in 1936 and reissued in paperbaLk in
1973, it is again out of print. We therefore.adopted a workmanlike but
dull study wjth doLuplents., Joan of An : by Wgine Pernoud (Stein and
Day, 1969, translated from the French. French majors read theoriginal,
Jeanne WAre, Le Temps Qui Court edition, 1959). Of the required
plays. only Shaw's Saint Joan (Penguin Books) is easily obtained. We
place copies of the others on reserve at the University library and hope
for the best.

Class participation varies with enrollment size. We had fourteen the
first tnne we taught the course, a number which allowed for assignment
of individual topifor reading and discussion. In later years we reached
a high of ISO. and although enrollment has tapered off, we usually have
between 00 and 80 in the Llass. Individual discussion assignments are
impossible witlf suLh nompers, but students frequendy raise questions
and provoke lively arguments in the class.

Much of the preparatiOn for such a course depends on the teacher:
flow much information does he or she have on a given subjeLt, and how
many people Lan be found who are informed on the topic or on even
one aspect of it? The availability of booksirticles, photographs, films,
and recordings is important in selecting a mini-course topic and setting
-up a timetable, In the Ose of Joan of Arc, the amount of material is
truly astonishing. New RubliLations appear with surprising frequency.
two important new studi,es in English came out in the summer of 1981.
This writer's personal Ly leLlion of photographs, hooksirtieles, and
other n'aha, gathered over t he.y ears, is extensive, Other people bring in
fascinating and unexpeLled items. statuettes, postcards and photo-
graphs, FrenLh and Am Liman posters from World War I, sheet music
ol patriotiL songs fro in I lw same period, Lartoon strips, mid labels from
Joan ol ArL bliked bean4! A very useful find is the "Jackdaw" collet,-
hen (London: JaLkdaw! Pubhifations, Ltd., available in the 'United
States from Grossman POlishers, Ini,,,), a paLket that ,includes copies
ol hiCtoriLal doLuments in Old French, Students Lan see and handle
a letter Irom Joan to th , people of Reims, a sheet from the verbatim
lecord of the trial, the c infession, and other bits and pkces from the
Middle Ages. And don't lorget the treasures in stained glass and sculp-
ture to be found ia Lh(trches around the country. A.visitor to Mil-
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waukee, for example, can discover the exquisite restored fourteenth-
cen tury Joan of Arc chapel on the campus or Marquette University.

The course should be an adventure for both student and instructor,
widening horizons and raising questions for which there are no answers.

German Heritage in America

Mini-courses on a single individual, a political event, a geographical
site, or the like in a foreign culture, provide a host of potential oppor-
tunities For pulling many disciplines into one Focal point. Can the same
be said for a topic that spans more than three centuries and includes
millions of unknown inunigrants with various citizenships, socio-
economic status, faiths, and political motivations? Recent experience
at the UniverSq or North Dakota shows that even such a vague topic
as "heritage" also offers an opportunity For a foreign language teacher
to bridge dis'cjpiines.

The past 'Ljecade has seen increasing interest in personal origins,
leading to a sage in ethnic pride. This interest has resulted in concern
for historic preservation. preparation of family genealogies, activities
in preparation for, Lluring, and alter the Bicentennial celebrations of
1976, the establishment of new historical or ethnic societies and
their sponsorship or annual conventions, heritage days, or a fest of.
some sort. All these reflect the diversiti of American life and cool, if
not upset, the so-called melting pot.

Among the broadest of these movements has been that associated
with America's largest nonanglophono immigrant element those
people whose mother tongue was or is German. German-Ainericans,_
especially since the Bicentennial and stimulated in part by contribu-
tions to it from West Germany and Austria, have, as sonic characterize
it, "been coining out orthe woodwork."

In 1971, descendants or Germans from Russia who settled in North
Dakota formed a state historical societyind the writer became 1
member mainly because thre was no other public Gerinan o rpniza-
non in tlw region. Starting in 1976, publications on the links between
Germany and America, with West German support, began arriving in
the mail. and. two German-language weeklies published in Manitoba,
Cana, began to feature German Americana. This proliferation of
activity led in 1979 to th- designing of a mini-course on our German
heritage. The project was a risk because we lacked experience in inter-
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disciplinary teaching ,and had a very limited background and prePara-
tion in the subject.

The class, entitled "German Heritage in America," has become,
however, a successful example of a mini-course outside traditional

iteaching fields. It reaches not only students majoring or minoring n
...40r German, or those fulfilling a .minimal language requirement, but it also

appeals to a heterogeneous student body whose primary interests often
encompass little cultural content.

Materials for the course have been a problem. Much has been
printed on the subject but is no longer available. Many items are limited
to a very narrow aspect of German life, and others lack objectivity.
How then does one manage if bne is not a historian, sociologist, anthro-
pologist, or specialist in religion, political science, ethnicity, American
studies, linguistic geography, or interaction among immigrant groups?
First of all, start by talking with others to find out if they would be
interested in talking with studepts about an aspect of the course with
which they are familiar and comfortable. Begin to collect materials and
do some reading. At the first class meeting, be honest with ihe students.
Make it clear that the course is kn experiment and that you are not an
expert in the field. Not a single student has dropped our course because
the instructor was not an authority on the subject, or because students
could not adapt to an uncoMfentional class.

The concept of the course is clarified at the outset. A definition of
the course title restricts its scope to Gerthan-speaking immigrants to
North America. It does not deal directly with that portion of our
heritage that includes, for example, Bach, Herbart, Luther, Dhrer, or
Kant. The term "German" includes all German-speaking immigrants,
their origin, time and place of arrival and settlement, their numbers
and relation to similar groups, their impact on American life, their
diversity, and the contributions of a number of prominent individuals.

At the first session, students receive a handout that summarizes the
characteristics, contributions, and achievements of America's German
element. This is reviewed in detail during the second meetirig and
provides a framework for the entire course.

All.students are required to read one book: La Vern Rippley's The
German-Americans (Boston: Twayne, 1976), and class-sessions attemt
to coincide with the reading assignments. The book itsell is not dis-
cussed at lengTh during the course. Two quizzes the first at the end of
the fourth class, the second i8 the eighth and final classcover the read-
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ings and in-class presentations. Since students have ,no opportunity to
learn their instructor's petsonal bias or emphases, they are asked to
submit three quiz questions the yeek before each quiz. Every attempt
is made to use at least one of each stud6nt's questions. As needed, the
instructor fills in any laige gaps in content with additional questions
and eliminates any questions missed by more than half the group. ,

Students must prepare an oral or written report on a topic of
individual interest which must be approved in advance but may take a
varietiof formsnopics have included such things as a speeitk historical
event or person, .the Turners and physical education, reports. on sects
such as the Hutterites, German contributions to wheat farming, a talk
on Milwaukee singing societies, family histories, a review of U.S: postage
stamps commemorating German-Americans, and tile Kindergarten
mOvement. Others have included interviews with GI brides and a retired
nun sent from Germany in the l9cps, the meaning of hex signs, an
essay on Aunt Frieda's Christmas feast, an analysis of Grandpa's dialect
compared to standard modern Gtirman, resource lists from local public
Lbraries, land and Forest management, and even negative reports on
what could not be found, including the beer drinker who tried to estab-
lish that his girl friend's father was a lost close relative of August Busch,
but had not been able to get to St. Louis.

Visual presentations and talks by visitors enhance class sessions.
-1 Since the textbook has no illustrations, artifacts such as a facsimile of

the first printing of the Declaration of Independence (in German) are
passed around, and collections of pictures are placed on a reserve shelf
in the library. The films, "Americans from Germany" and "Carl Schurz"
are shown, as are slide sets on German immigrant painters, Gernums in
Texas, and Germans From Russia.

As in the previously described mini-course, the content and sequence
of class meetings depend on the availability of resources. In this case,
human resources outnumber materials in print. At the University of
Ndrth Dakota, a colleagae in theater arts is interested in and talks about
the Gerthan-language theater in America. A professor of European his-
tory contrasts the cultural homogeneity of the Norwegians (the other
major immigrant group in the area) With, the diversity of the Germans
on the frontier and as later citizens. The emeritus director of athletics
tells of his youth in New Ulm, Minnesota, and of German influences on
American schools. An art historian expands upon the slides on the
painters and the contributions of German schools of art. An officer of
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the Germans from Rttssia Heritage Society describes h.:. introduction to
English in the first:grade of a one-room schoolhouse and talks of the
recent rapid growth of the society. A Roman Catholic priest with a
master's degree in sociology speaks on ethnicity, folklore, and settle-
ment geography, and shows an excellent slide documentary on early
prairie architecture. Another colleague in history vividly portrays Gott-
lieb Bauer, a typical homesteader in the Dakota Territory. We attempt
to tie all this together with the readings, a song or two, some linuistic
bonds, and personal expAences of the instructor as a first-generation
German from Prussia.

This mini-course has tapped ands.appealed to a cross section of
students who have not enrolled in any other course to which they had
a blood eelationship., A majority have family ties to German-speaking
immigrants, and at times German can be used in class for eniphasis.
Those without German roots add different perspectives and seasoning
to the interaction. A fair number of the former have also found the
course a complement to their required coursework in German. Some of
the latter have turned up the next semester in Beginning German sec-
tions. And it has cleprly been a learning experience of high value to
the inst ructo r-facilita to r-coordinator.

Because of the initial success of this course, we prepared a proposal
in October 1981 for a possible sequel. If support is granted, the new
mini-course will be on the Germans from Russia, narrower in scope than
its predecessor but no less cross-disciplinary in nature. It is planned as
an evening class so as to include potential enrollment by persons
off-campus. More significantly, perhaps, it comes in response to interest'
shown by and encouragement from students, colleagues, and towns-
people.

Conclusion

Mini-courses, especially those that make use of the resources of
several disciplines, can be valuable to both teachers and students. The
two outlined above have broadened the horizons of our own students
beyond the mere clat-sroom study of a foreign language and literatuN.
And in bringing to our department students who might not otherwise
have been exposed to mt ticultural subjects, these courses have been of
benefit to us all.
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The goal of this paper is to give a model for developing articulation.
The time for giving advice apout articulation is past: it is time for
people from universities and colleges to work together on a plan for
better communication. We, the authors, have called our model for
articulation a network because the term implies support and communi-
cation among members. It implies sharing resources and ideas and giving
each other recognition for accomplishments.

I
Those of us in foreign language education, at the college and high-

school level, have been talking about articulation for quite a few
years. We know that our attempts at articulation in the I 960s and 70s
were not too successful and now we are looking for better ideas.' We
are all suffering from fears of decreasirig enrollments, confusion about
each others' policies and programs, lack of confidence in what we are
doing, and little communication with our colleagues.2 In fact, we tend
to blame each other for many of our problems and forget to think
about our common goals. Bosworth, Nollendorfs, and Mar,hall discuss

r-- the distrust between teachers in high schools and those in colleges..
C '4 They stress that this distrust must be overcome before dialogue can be
cn,
,--Io achieved.3 The irony is that we are in the field of' communication, but

..:- .N our communication remains impersonal; we espouse cross-cultural
* understanding, but we do not often interact as individuals. Since our

discipline values communication and understanding among peoples,
does it not follow that those same values should be reflected in our pro-
fessional life?

l 0 u
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John Webb advises that the time is heie for teachers to begin talking
together in ,earilest.4 Gerard Ervin suggests that those of us in college
teaching climb down from the Ivory Tower and make an effort to come
into contact with secondary teachers. In addition, he suggests that
those 'of us in secondary schools make ourselves known to nearby
colleges. In his articles he adviseS college and high-school teachers
regarding articulation with each other.' Likewise, Bosworth, Nollen-
doffs, and Marshall give explicit suggestions to high-school and college
teachers.6 One method of acting upon such advice and suggestions is to
create a resource network.

If we foreign language teachers bring ourselves out of our isolation,
we will experience personal and professional growth.' It seems appar-
ent that better communication, access to more information, increased
training, apd recognition of achievement can only lead to better
programs and greater self-esteem arid respect for the individuals in-
vOlved. These benefits will, in turn, tie passed on to our students. If
high-school teachers, for exainple, have more information on college
requirements and placement policies, they will be better able to counsel
their students. As a result, the transition from high-school tecollege
language courses will be smoother for those students. This smooth
transition may determine whether §tudents continue.with foreign lan-
guage study. If a college remains in cOntact with area high-school
students, the students will perceive it as enthusiastic and responsive,
thereby' increasing the chances of their enrolling at that particular
institution. Increasing 'enrollments will make progridn development

,
and expansion more feasible and may be one answer to the problem
of job security. Articulation is therefore an "indispensable tool to help
maintain all kvels of foreign language instruction."8 It is for that
re.,son that Webb calls articulation the "dialogue for the future."9

This paper is based on the premise that people repiesenting high..
schools and colleges, working together, can generate more vital and
comprehensive articulation. The authors hope that their work will serve
as a model for creating such a "dialogue for the future."

Step I Discus,sion

in the summer of 1981, the authors, one a high-school teacher and
the other a college professor, expressed their needs for and interest in
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forming a mechanism for better articulation between secondary and
university foreign language programs. Just as Ervin suggested that
colleges should "examine their own resources and their ibminitment to
devoting these riesources to outreach programs," the authors' first step
became an examination of their personal resources and commitment.")
Because of the usual constraints of time, energy, and money, they
selected projects that could be completed by the two of them. Greater
involvement and 'activity were anticipated for a later stage in the
development of a network. From the beginning tfie network was viewed
as an evolving process.

The authors .began to meet on a regular basis. All the categories
mentioned in Ervin's article were part of ihe interests expressed by the
atRhors, especially by the high-school teacher. ,In his survey of Ohio
foreign language teachers, Ervin found that the kind of assistance asked
of the university was: teaching materials, teaching techniques, high
school-college articulation, information on cultural events, foreign
language promotional/motivational help, guest speakers, advanced
courses for teachers, and language days/fairs at colleges." Furthermore,
the university professor became convinced that the need to..respond to
secondary-saool concerns was basic for the continuity of theliniversity
Rrograms, ifs enrollment, and its image. In addition, one of the most
abparent needs was immediately being satisfied professionals who had
felt isolated were communicating and supporting one another.

After extended discussion, the foilowing goals for a network were
estab lished :

1. To provide additional educational experiences for foreign Ian-,
guage students in:
a. the target language;
b. the study of the culture(s) of the target language;
c. career planning;
d. cadet teaching.

1. To ease the transition from high school to university.
3. To suggest areas for improvement of both the secondary and

university curricula.
4. To increase interest in the study of foreign languages.
5. T6(,increase communication between secondary teachers and

university professors as professional colleagues.

1 u
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6. To impro've the morale of teachers who may feel a lack of sup-
port in their field.

7. To provide opportunities for professional growth.

,Step 2Plan ili ng -,
CZ

It was believed that implementation of short:term, easily planned
activities would provide momentum for more ambitious projects at a

later time. During the summer, school calendars and teaching assign-
ments were compared, brainstorming of possible projects designed to
meet the established goals was conducted, and, &bin this, a plan for the
school year activities emerged. At that point, the plan was submitted
to the building principal wand to the department head for approval.

Step 3implementation

The following is a description of the activities conducted.,

A. Correspondence. It was decided , that , standard form letters
between the university and the secondary school were the most
efficient way to communicate initially with others in the region.
The letters were designed to share information that would serve
to increase communication between teachers, to increase the
morale of other foreign language educatbrs, and to help -ease the
transition from high school to college for their students.12

The college professor prepared a letter presenting informa-
tion on the language requirement, on the courses offered at the
beginning level, and on the placement test. In addition, special
programs available at the university were described and high-
school teachers were invited to visit beginning language classes
or to call for more information. The university representative
also prepared a letter to be sent to high-schooLteachers and

- principals informing them about students who had done well on
the placement test. This letter was a means of recognizing
secondary schools whose language programs adequately prepared
their students." (The letters are in Appendix A.)

The high-school teacher prepared two letters to be sent to
colleges. The first letter asked for information about an indi-
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a

vidual's placement. The second letter was a short questionnaire
about college policies regarding credit for high-school workl;

placement tests, and graduation requirements. (Appendix B
contains these letters for anyone who' may wish to use them.)
Additional plans were made by both teachers to seek funding,
to compile a mailing list, and to conduct the actual mailing.

B. University students as guest instructors. From the beginningr
the participants wished to provide additional educational ex-
periences for their students. They decided to ask university
students to act as guest instructors. This would provide a cadet
teaching ,experience to university students interested in high-
school teaching. The high-school students would benefit from
contact with a young person, knowledgeable about the lan-
guage and possibly the foreign cultures, with whom they
could identify.

0
This experience was seen as meaningful only if criteria were

established to make it instructional for both the speaker and his or
her audience. Great care was taken to choose topics that were a
pertinent part of the curriculum and a worthwhile endeavor 'for
the college student. For example, such topics might be: Corsica,
Napoleon, Mont-Saint-Michel, French table mannerC,' 6i0cre-
racing, Toussaint Louverture, African writers of French eXpreSSICtrif
and Queliecois.

The following guidelines for presentation and evaluation were
established. They are addressed to the guest instructor.

I. Be aware of the level.of your audience. Consult with the teacher of the
class you are visiting prior fo your presentation and familiarize yourself
with the text the class is using.

2. Prepare and make copies in advance of the vocabulary and any corn .
plicated structures of idioms you may use.

3. Use a variety of teaching techniques and audiovisual materials.
4. Warn students that they will be evaluated on your speech and that they

may wish to take notes. Prepaie a short quiz on your presentation. This
could be a listening comprehension exercise that would be answered as
you speak, or a more elaborate evaluation to be administered by the
classroom teacher the following day,

5. You will be evaluated, too. Your college professor will evaluate you on
the following criteria: appropriate written mataials, appropriate level
of vocabulary, case of your language usage, organization and interest of
your presentation.

1 o, /4i
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C. College visitation dny. Inviting high-sChoorstudents to the col-
lege campus has been seen as an excellent way to improve a
university's image and to initiate high-school students to a
college classroom." Some universities have field days which
include university presentations and/or high-school talent
shows." Paul Wood and Leslie Badanes, for example, describe
their Foreign Language Day which emphasizes student participa-
tion in cultural exhibits, interpretive readings, language produc-
tions, audiovisual presentations, and essayi." Kathleen Boykin
has expanded this concept to include the summer "live in," a
week of culture-related activities."

- The authors'. planned their field (lay to focus on career educa-
tion for the students. For that reason, the third- and fourth-year
students were invited to campus. College representatives spoki3
on the following topics: I) general college admission and gradua-
tion requirements; 2) the policies, procedures, and programs of
the foreign language department; and 3) the application of
foreign languages to careers. In small groupS, the high-school
students visited a foreign language class in session, the language
laboratory, the library, and the student union. Student hosts
were used to make the exchange of information more informal
and appealing.

The scheduie was approximately as follows:

8:00 Board the bus from high schooL
8:45 Arrive at the University of Cincinnati and be introduceOto the

student hosts.
9:00 Attend general informatiork session on the department of foreign

languages and on admission policies.
10:00 Visit assigned classes (Color-coded name tags indicate groups.).
1 1:00 Visit to language laboratory, then tour campus.
I 2:00 Lunch at the stu4,nt union.
1:00 Visit to library, then listen to speech on careers in foreign lan-

guages.
2:00 Board bus to return to high school.

The visitation day was a major project for the authors. The
university professor was responsible for making all prior arrange-
ments with her colleagues and with university staff. The high-
school teacher had to receive.approval from the principal, who

I u
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needed justification for the expenditure of thile and money. For
that reason, preliminary discusskm included a rationale, the
above-ifientioned, agenda, and the expected outcomes. The

.1.3'',....zithors look forward to sOorking with other schools to make
career education day an annual eveat.

D. Examination of proglams. From tlie outset, the aiithors were
greatly interested in discussing secondary and university pro-
grams. The secondary teacher was concerned about the adequate
preparation of her students as they entered the university pro-
gram.4This is a complex problem because of the differat text-
books and approaches used. Recently, surveys have been con-
ducted to find out what colleges expect from entering students
and what skills they expect to be strerd in high school. These
same surveys asked high schools to provide information to col
leges regarding th6 secondary-school methods, objectives, and
program sequence."

The authors considered a general survey too ambitious.
Instead, they decided to compare and contrast their own courses
of study and examinations. This initial discussion increased their
understanding abont the various levels of study and expected
student performance. Furthermore, suggestions for program
improvement and possibilities for professional growth emerged.

r

o

Step.4Expansion of the network

In the second year the authors plan to involve more 6culty. They
will recruit among their cott. as well as continue the activities
conducted in the first year. Other professors and secondary-school
teachers will be invited tos conduct campus visits, provide for guest
instructors, and examine programs together. The authors regard a net-
work as a resource designed to support_its members. In other words, a
network has no formal organization that imposes obligations of mem-
bership. Individuals initiate contact with each other out of their own
needs and interests. By entering voluntarily into a dblogue, the fears,
confusion, and distrust often felt by foreign language teachers can be ttte
alleviated. At the same time, this dialogue has the potential to increase
mutual understanding and appreciation which may result in vital and
comprehensive articulation, beneficial to teachers and students alike.

1 vt,
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The author hope that their fou l. steps for articulation will aid
teachers who are convinced of the need for increased communication
and interaction between, golleges and secondary schools. If many 0,

foreign language teachers develop models for aniculation, the result will
.be a profemion that is strong and well prepared tor the future.

Appendix A
Let ters from Coages to lligh Schools

Letter No. I.

Dear (high-school teacher):
The French sectioli at the University of Cincinnati is hoping to im-

prove its communication with area high schools. We know that many of
your students come to the University of Cincinnati, and we want to give
you sonic information that may help you counsel your students.

Language Requirement
Students entering into the McMicken College of Arts and Sciences will

have a language requirement of IS or 18 quarter credit hawk depending
on the course sequence they choose. Their choice wilt depend on their
interests, needs, and skills. We suggest that students talk with an advisor
before choosing a sequence, The Department of Romance Languages
offers the following for completion of the requirements:

French 101 .1

Individualized Elementary Language Course. Self-paced, 1-IS credits per
quarter. Emphases: Speaking. listening, reading, writing, grammar,
culture, Requires a lot of self-discipline. Admission by permission of
instructor. Inquire Room 714, Old Chemistry Building. Successful
completion of the sequence fulfills A and S language requirement.

French 11144.6
Elementary Language Course. Intensive. Mve credits per quarter. Empha-
ses: Srieaking, listening. reading, writing, grammar, culture. Su...cessful
completion of the sequence fulfills A and S language requirement,

French 11142-13
Elementary Conversational Course,

French 211-1213
Interdediate Conversational Course, Emphases: Speaking, listening,
grammar, culture. Three credits per quarter. Successful completion of the
'two-year cequence fulfills A and S language requirement,
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Fre Ich 114.1 5-16
Elemen tary Read ing Course.

French 214-1 5-16
Intermediate Reading Course. Emphases: Reading, writing, grammar,
culture. Three credits per quarter.° Successful completion of the two-
year sequence fulfills A and S language requirement.*

Placement Test
During summer orientation, students who have taken two or more

years of high-school foreign language within tbe past seven years will take
a placement test to determine their entry level in their language studies.
Under the present Wan, students will not receive credit for courses out of 4.1.
which they test. The placement test has been composed by the Depart-
ment, and tests listening, reading, vocabulary,_and grammar:The first part
of the examination requires the student to ehoosekpicture corresponding
to a taped description. In the second section, students-answer multiple-
choice questions based on a series of taped dialogues. The-thirsi section
tests vocabulary. Students choose synonyms from a multipl-e--choka
format, The fourth part is a test of grammar through multiple-choice
items. Knowledge of all the tenses (mcluding the passi simple) and all the
pronouns is evaluated. The last section checks reading -comprehension
ability. Students read short paragraphs and adirwer multiple-choice ques-
tions about the paragraphs. The entire examination lasts 55 minutes and is
given in the Language Laboratory ir 728 Old Chemistry.

The University of Cincinnati also recognizes the Advanced Placement
Program.

Special Programs
If students are interested in majoring in French, please inform them

of the various programs offered at the University of Cincinnat i. They may
major in literatine and language or in French Studies. The French Studies
Degree allows them to combine related social science and humanities
courses with French classes. Students may also major in French with the
International Business Option. This means the they receive a certificate in
Business and may work two quarters a year in the'Co-op Program, The
University has a Spring Study Program in Prance. Anyone wishing mort
inttirmation may contact Dr. John Winter by calling the Department.

If you are interested in observing classes, or if you need more infer-
!nation, please call me at t he Department number, 415-6726. .

I am looking forward to making your acquaintance.
Sincerely yours,

'These course descripnons were written by Jane Black Goeppa and Many Knone.

1 00
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Letter No. 2

Dear (principal or high-school teacherl:

It is our pleasure to inform you that your former student,

, has received a score of which places
(name)

him/her into . In addition, he/she was waived from
(course)

credits of the foreign language requirement.

We congratulate you on the effectiveness of your high-school program.
We hope to improve communication between area high schools and the
University and extend an invitation to you or to your students to tele-
phone or visit with us on campus if you seeknore information.

Sincerely,

Appendix B
Letters from High Schools to Colleges

Letter No. 1

Dear (college supervisor of basic courses):

It is my understanding that has enrolled at your
(name of student) -

university and may have taken your foreign,language placement test and/or
received credit and/or had the foreign language requirement waived.

Would you beso kind as to fill out and return the enclosed postcard?
Please nOte that individual scores are not requested.

Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Report on placement of at
(name of student)

(university)

I. Received credit hours toward graduation.
2. Had credit hours waived.

3. Has been placed in
(cthuse)
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Dear (college,. supervisor of basic courses):
In order to serve the needs of my students better, would you please

answer the questions below regaiding your policies and procedures?
Please, return this sheet in the enclosed self-addressed, stamped

envelope.
Any brochures that describe your foreign langugge program would be

very welcome and prominently displayed in my classioom.
Yotir cooperation is greatly appreciated. .

Sincerely,

I. By what method do you grant college credit for work done in high
school?

do not grant credit
only waive requirement
CEEB achievement scores (minimum acceptable score per
level, )

CEEB advanced placement scores (minimum acceptable score
per level )

high.school transcript showing successful completion
placement testing
other (please explain)

2. Please describe your placement test and performance expectations
used to place students in your various courses.

3. Which colleges requue a foreign language for graduation, and how
many credits must be earned?

none
A and S credits
Business credits
Engineering credits
Education credits
Other (please specify)

Not's

1. See the folloWing articles for reviews of articulation in the 1960s and 70s: Gerard L Ervin,
"Market Research and Foreign Language Outreach: Report of a Survey,"Modern Language
Journal 65 (1981), pp. 174-80; Lewis A. Bosworth, Valters Nollendorfs, and Gene Marshall,
"Between the Promised Land and the %oaks: Working the Frontier of Articulation,"
New Frontiers in Foreign Language Education, ed. Maurice W. Conner (Skokie, IL: Na-
tional Textbook Company, 1980), pp. 1-21.

.2. See the following sections for discussion of these problems: Gerard L. Ervin, "Market
Research," p. 174; John Webb, "Articulation-A Dialogue for the Future," Foreign La-.
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While it is common for teacher trainers and methodologists to discuss
how to open a class (e.g., Nelson Brooks' "Establishing the Ground
Rules,' Kenneth Chastlin's "The First Day of Class,"2 and Albrecht
Holschuch's Der erste Tag zdhit-3, ), almost no one talks about how to
conclude one. Yet, an unsatisfactoiy course ending, like the "wrong"
ending to a movie or a novel, can have an enormous influence on an
individual's seeking out future experiences of the same "genre.".The
quality of a course ending just might cause the foreign language stu-
dent, over a summer, to rethink any ritans he or she had for continuing
in the sequence.

The "Winding Down"
7.
Teacher Types

Teachers, traditionally, end a semester or a school year in otie of five
ways. While the mythical teachers represented here are extremes,
almost every teacher will find one he or she resembles more closely
than he or she might prefer.

w co
cn Lawrence Lowkey proceeds through the textbook as he has through-
cv
m out the year. His objective is to cover as much material as possible, at,-1o a normal pace, before time runs out. He is the only teacher of French

in his school and Oerefore does not have to worry about what students
do or do not know. His testing and evaluation in the last six or nine
weeks of the year, as in all the other grading periods, involve homework,
quizies, and a chapter or unit test. Mr. Lowkey's students will respond
in a business-as-usual way, although they may be more easily distracted
than usual by the birds and bees of spring.

W
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I 's
Dora Doubletime, as the Inids begin to open and people begin their

suntans, begins to teach two three, and even four units in the time it
took to teach one earlier in he year. Mrs. Doubletime is a teacher in a
junior high school and want her students to be "up with"' the students
they will be joining in the Iligh-school classes next fall. Her testing and
evaluation procedures in tpe final grading period include homework,
quizzes, and a final exam, made up of "bits and pieces" of the units
covered. Each year, Mr/. Doubletime's students become tense and
anxious in spring, frustrated by their inability to make all the quantum
leaps this kind of teacymg requires. Mrs. D. is always htirt when a stu-
dent suggests that she/is unreasonable in her expectations.

Ella Exhaustive ,annually uses the last month of the final grading
period !Ii. an extensive "cleanup campaign," systematically covering
every facet of the language learned thus far for a "whizang" final
exam. Mrs. Exhaustive's students may go to another teacher or return
to her; her stress is on review. During the final grading period, testing
and evaluation involve the completion of worksheets, quizzes, and at
least a two-period final test. Mrs. E.'s students are edgy, scared, and
resentful, for the test is virtually their grade not only for the grading
period but for the semester.

Thomas Testalot uses the final grading period for several weeks of
tests speaking tests, grammar tests, vocabulary tests, reading tests,
writing tests, culture tests, and listening tests. Every two or three days,
Mr. T.'s students are confronted with another part of the battery, for
he feels that these tests give him the best possible grade profile for each
student. Some of Mr. Testalot's students almost buckle under the sus-
tained pressure of test after test, but some become apathetic, unable
to "come up" for morelhan one or two of the tests.

Cindy Concentration focuses all her efforts in the final grading
period on cultural and/or communicative activities and learning to
L,Iver aspects she has not integrated into the instruction during the year.
L e Mr. Lowkey, she is the only teacher in her school and will teach
those gOing on twrself. Her testing and evaluation in this time span
revolve around grades for participation _and speaking, oral tests and
quizzes on culture. In the spring, Ms. C.'s students may be bored by
the sameness of the instruction and/or frustrated by their inability to
perform due to their lack of experience.
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:
While each of these imaginary stereotypes hy the best of inten-

tions, not one of them has really- thought through what he or she is .
about and what attitudes he or she may be creating.

The End Is as Important as the Beginning

Students should leave a course with some real sense of achievement
and progress, but this is extremely' difficult if they have spent the last
weeks of the course reviewing forms and grammar, taking md checking
over tests, and catching up on missing or make-up,work. The...e are some
key questions teachers need to ask themselvesand answer honestlyas
the calendar moves toward Easter:

1. Are most of the students in this course' continuing in the lan-
guage, or is this a terminal course for most of them?

2. When is a comprehensive review the most meaningfulin the
spring wlien students are ceasing study for several weeks or in
the fall when they are resuming their studjes?,

3. Does a massive review at the end of a course really emphasize
learning, or grades?

4. Are the end-of-the-course learning activities, in and of them-
selves, as interesting, positive, and "low key" as those at the
beginning?

5. Do the endof-the-course learning activities develop the students'
pride in the progress they have made, or their frustration be-
cause there is still so much they do not know?

Any semester or year-course should have as finite an ending as its
beginning.

There are some simple do's and don't's teachers can follow in "wind-
ing down" the year in efforts to minimize student feelings of frustra-
tion, failure, or hostilityor even sheer inadequacy.

DO "couple" skill-getting and
skill-using in the review process.
Apply the vocabulary and gram-
mar reviews in communicative
activities as a part of the work.

DON'T begin the review too
early in the final grading period.
Allow no more than a week and
a half for the review and the test.

hi 4
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DO keep the emphasis on the DON'T use the semester exam or
progress the students have made. the final grade as a "club" over

the students' heads.
DO evaluate oral performance DON'T focus wholly on pencil-
and listening comprehension. and-paper exercises.
DO plan some culminating and DON'T let the year peter out
fun activities for the last few while you count books and grade
days of the semester. papers, and.the students either

autograph ykrbooks or raise
hell. '

Fun activities are not necessarily, by the way, games; they may simply
be activities that tickle the fancy because they are different, activities
that have a high success factor, or activities that do not involve strictly
observed "rights" and "wrongs."

There should be two kinds of global learning activities in the last
part of a course, even if there are none throughout. To that extent,
our mythical Ms. Concentration was not all that far off base; her
problems stemmed from the amount of the dosage, not the intent. The
two kinds of global learnings are:

1. communicative actiVities that call upon students to synthesiie
and integrate the various linguistic phenomena they have been
studyingactivities that, as Patricia B. Westphal has said, "move
beyond learning plural definite articles to using language as a
communication tool;"4 and

2. cultural activities that are concerned with the development of
cultural insights and some knowledge of the world in which
this target language is used.

Culture and communication are, after all, the two chief goals we utilize
in promoting foreign language study and in recruiting students for our
programs.

What kinds of activities will serve these two global ends as the year
is gently "winding down"?

More Meaningful Review Activities

Since almost nothing will deter the dyed-in-the-wool reviewer from
ending his or her course in massive summaries, arguing the need for

l 1 ,,
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reinforcement all the while, the better course may be to try to aid
teachers in reorienting and restructuring their reviews to be more pro-
ductive, for the only meaningfid end-of-the-course reviews are those
that are designed to help students to recombine and integrate the
learnings they have dealt with as "pieces" throughout the term.

Rather than reviewing grammar in the order in which it was pre-
sented or through the original textbook drills and exercises, one could,
following up on a suggestion of Rebecca M. Valette's, useand ex-
ploitpictures of cars to review "colors, adjective position, compari-
sons, irregular verbs (Je prefere la voiture de Susan.), pronouns (Je la
prdfere.), or verb tenses (J'ai vu une voiture blanche.)." Valette goes on
to suggest using the pictures of places, in our context to review: "etre
(Mary est a Quebec.), aller (Pete va d Quebec.), or verb tenses (Nous
allons visiter Quebec. Sally a visite Quebec. Bill n'est pas aue &Quebec
ccl ete.)."5

Another kind of integrative,activity, involving the listening compre-
hension and speaking skills, can follow any reviews of the parts of the
body, numbers, singular and plural nouns, and articles of clothing. In
this paired-learning activity, an expansion of one first proposed by
Renate Schulz at a 1976 ACTFL Preconference Workshop, "Empha:
sizing Communication Skills in Foreign Language Study," each member
of the pair receives a drawing that contains the instructions: "Describe
this monster so that your partner can draw it. Do not let him or her see
it." (See Figur,e 1.)

This oral exercise, entitled "Draw a Monster: An 'Affirmative Action'
Activity" because of the nonsexist approach to the monsters, is accom-
panied by these general directions. "Draw a picture of the monster
your partner describes. If you don't understand, ask your partner to
repeat, or ask questions. When you finish your drawing, describe your
monster so that your partner can draw it." And the proof of this "pud-
ding" is in the communicative drawing!

One can also use maps for a variety of integrative review exercises.
The maps of the Spanish-speaking world that appear in such texts as
listed y yo6 and Churros y chocolate' can be used:

1. to review phoneme-grapheme relationships through the study
of Spanish-speaking countries and their capitals;

2. to practice adjectives utilizing nationalities; and

lib
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3. to drill the prepositions and verbs associated with motion and
location.

The maps of the world in Son et Sens8 can also be used for this kind of
review. In the ,process of such drills, the students reinforce some vital
knowledge of the world and/or of the target language's utility in the
world.

Even with less specific maps like those of the French-speaking
world in French for Mastery9 or wall maps that teachers have in their
rooms, teachers can drill such things as disjunctive pronouns, as Robert
C. Lafayette proposed in the 1.98.1 Central Stdtes Preconference Work-
shop, "Culture Comes into Its Own: 'Globalizing' Foreign Languages."
Lafayette suggested the following exercise possibilities.

II est beige. Moi, je suis français.

Mais tous les deux, nous parlons français.

West algérien.Moi,je suis marocain.

Mais taus lei deux, nous parlons français.

i i ,
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The exercise has expanded learning capabilities as one moves about the
world.

Il est allemand. Moi, je suis français.

Mais moi, j'habite l'Alsace et comme luije parle allemand.

11 est canadien. Moi, je suis amdricain.

11 habite le Québec. Moi, j'habite le Maine et tous les deux, nous
parlons français.

This kind of exercise has the advantage of strengthening or reinforcing
the students' knowledge of the world as- they are reviewing linguistic

.. phenomena.
The same types of map drills can be performed with the maps that

appear in the second-level German text Die Welt der Jugend.") Here the
focus might well be on the Federal Republic's nine neighbors, for West
Germany is located in the center of !hese nine societies, roughly half of
whom are NATO nations, half Warsaw Pact or Eastern Bloc nations.

Anthony Mollica" suggests a map "puzzle" in the foreign language
class hi which students are given the puzzle to look at.
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They are then told in the target language: "Mr. and Mrs. Dupont are
going on a trip around the world. Identift the countries to which they
will be going." The student then comPletes the sentence "Mr. and
Mrs. Dupont are going to ", naming the ten countries in order.
Monica suggests some other kinds of drills in conjunction with this
map puzzle, drills in which the student must comprehend the meaning
of-the sentence in order to complete it.

N
A:- i . The live in Canada.

2. The live in Spain.
3. The live in Italy.

B. I. They speak in Spain.
2. They speak in Italy.
3. They speak and in Canada.

S'udents may just find pleasure in these kinds of reviews, for they are
more challenging than some of our more somber (and curious) text-
book exercises.

Neil Simon argued, on the Celebrity Tapes produced by the Joint
National Committee for Foreign Languages a few years ago, that
foreign language study gives one's mind a chance to travel. One real
benefit of map-based linguistic reviews is that they lend themselves
readily to follow-up communicative activities in which students plan
tour itineraries or role-play travel experiences.

Those teachers who are not ready to go this route in their spring,
or end-of-course reviews should consider,seriously using this approach
to the comprehensive reviews usually offered in the fall in the second
year and above. It can liven up what all too easily dissolves into routine
and sameness.

Reviewing a lot of the linguistic content with maps- verbs of loca-
tion and motion, in any and all tenses, the prepositions of location and
motion, disjunctive pronouns, and/or adjectives through the nationali-
ties -obviously gives the whole of the reviewing process a cultural cast.
In that_ same way, vocabulary reviews can be made to be culture-based.
The teacher can do any or all of the following; he or she can:

I. provide visual cultural referents from Authentic sources in the
target culture(s);

1 place the word in meaningful sentence contexts, making certain
that any cultural connotations are made clear; and/or

3. group vocabulary items in culture-related clusters.

11 ,i
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It might be well, fur the sake oeclarity, to define some culture-related
clusters. Some examples are:
foods according to the meals at which they are eaten or the way in

which they are ordered in a elfd or restaurant;
modes of transportation organized into ways of getting around in town,

ways of getting from town to town, and ways of getting from
country to country;

professions with their places of work and their products; and/or months
of the year with seasons, weather, holidays, and sports.

When we review vocabulary in this way, students' minds are given a
chance to travel, as per Neil Simon's contention, and the groundwork
is easily laid for application or communicative activities thereafter.

It should be clear that while the teacher may be "winding down"
the year, he or she can simultaneously be "winding up" the students'
interest in the4target peoples. Culture is not a bad focal point in the
spring.

Topical Mini-reading for Latin et al.

Although Latin teachers may feel a little left out at this point
because they do not deal with the development of conversational skills
as modern language teachers do, there is a variety of things theyand
their modern foreign language colleaguescan nonetheless use in a
positive approach to integrative learning while "winding down." They
can;

I. drill the verbs and prepositions of location and motion in
moving around the ancient city of Rome in a systematic tour of
monuments; and/or

1. collect topical sets of sententiae, mottoes, or proverbs on such
topics as food, bread, parts of the body, travel, friendship, the
family, animals, and so on; and/or

3. rapidly review some of the readings presented in the textbook,
arranging them topically for the review.

Spanish teachers, for example, might want to review the Notas llispti-
nicas sections in Usted y yo,12 this time focusing on only the idea con-
tent, not the linguistic content, :n a "pulling together" of the students'
knowledge of the Spanish-speaking world.

12u
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German students using such series as Unsere Freunde," might also
benefit from some contrastive listing and categorizing activities in which
they reorganize and synthesize what is known about theii six friends in
the text. They could then elect, "campaigning" in the process, their
favorite of the friends, at the very least completing such open-ended
sentences as "My best German friend is because "

The final days of any "winding down" activities should be more
centered on idea content -what the students have learned about the
pedplethan o linguistic content what the students have learned
about the language.

"Wind Down" Culturally

As the students are reorganizing, recombining, and integrating their
course-of-year !earnings, one excellent focusthe something to talk
about so mapdatory for communicative activities is culture. Problem-
posing or problem-solving activities can be fun both as individual writ-
ing assignments or. small-group oral work. Rende S. Disick proposed
an excellent activity, posing the question-s needed to stimulate student
responses.

You and your friends are part of the crowd enjoying the Tour de France
(a bullfight, a Fasching celebration, and so on). What are some of the
things you see? What are your reactions? What will you do after the
Presentation is over? Do you all agree or do you have different ideas?
Must you call your parents? Do you have to be home by a certain time?"

Building on some suggestions made by Robert C. Lafayette to an
Indiana University/Purdue University Indian .polis workshop in the
summer of 1980, one might also try one or more of the following.

Imagine that you are planning a trip from Paris/Madrid/Mexico City/
narnbing/Rome to another place in the country. List at least three aspects
of the trip that would be identical to those experienced traveling in the
United States and at least three that would not occur in the U.S. Imagine
that you are at a restaurant in Germany/France/Russia/Spain/Mexico/
Italy. Describe at least three aspects of the meal you would have there
that arc similar to comparable occasions in this country, three aspects that
are different.

121
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Advanced students can contrast 'Similarities and differences between
two or nfore of the societies that speak the target languagd: _

' Sp(mish teachers might, as part of the "winding down," use the stu-
dents; reading skills as a basis for collecting-the information necessary
to a contrastive exercise. Consider these t,wo descriptive narratives
prepared by naive speakers for Indiana University's first-year Spanish
courses which are coordinated altd directed by Dorothy Rissel.

Una estudiante eldlena

Generalmente, a las 7.30 de la maifana desayunamos. Tomamos jugo,
una taza de cafd y tostadas o galletas. Cuando no tenemos tiempo solo
tomarnos café. A las 8.00 tomamos el bus o el metro para la universidad.
A las 8.30 vamos a nuestra primera clase. Estamos en clase hasta las 10.
A las 10.30 tenemos otra clase hasta las 12. Los horarios son tlexibles.
Todo depende de los-cursos que tomamos. Al mediodia vamos ala cafeteria
de la universidad y comemos algo. Cuando tenemos otra clase,a las 1230,
comemos algo liviano, un sandwich y un refresco o algo asi. Cuando no
tenemos clase !lista Inds tarde, entonces volvemos a casa y almorzamos una
ensalada, un plato fuerte y el postre. Cuanclo hace frio tambidn tomamos
sopa. Por la tarde vamos a clase nuevamente, a veces hasta las 7 o 7.30,
otras \feces hasta las 9 de la noche. Si tenemos unos minutos, a las 5
tomamos un td con galletas o dukes. Después que terminan las clases,
tornamos el bus o el metro de vuelta a la ciudad.

Las universidades estzin en las ciudades, pero algunas estdn cerca y
otras mds o menos lejos del centro. Cenamoaamo a las 8.30 de la noche.
Si tenemôs clase hasta mds tarde, debemos comer calm) a la :. hueve y'
media. Tambidn hay clase los sdbados por la rnaflana en algunas universi-
dades chilenas. A veces los estudiantes tienen una clase desde las ocho y
media hasta las diez y otra desde las diez y media hasta las doce. Entonces,
durante el recreo, vamos a la biblioteca y leemos, o yams a la 9feteria a
charlar con los amigos. Los tines de semana vamos a bailar a fiestas o a
discotecas, y al eine.

por Katiça Obilinovic Diaz

Una estudiante espaiiula

A las 8.00, mds o memos, desayunamos. Nunca tomamos huevos;
generalmente tomamosuna taxa de cafi y pan o galletas. Muchos domingos
hay un desayuno,especial: chocolate, con galletas y pasteles, pero durante
la sernana muchos,estudiantes sOlo toman una taza de café. A las 8.30 o
8.45 varnos if la universidad. No tonkamos el bus ni el metro porque la
universidad estd rnuy cerca del centr6. Andamos siempro. Tampoco hay
muchas bicicletas en las ciudades. A las 9.00 o a las 10.00 vamos a la
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primera clase. Cada clase dura una hora. Generalmente cada estudiante
tiene cuatro o cinco clases al dia: pok, la mañana o por la tarde.Comemos
siempre a las 2.00 o a las 2.30. Cuando hace frio tomamos sopa y un plato
fuertecarne o pescadoy ensalada y pos_tre. El postre es siempre fruta,
excepto los domingos. Los domingos son dias especiales y comemos
pasteles de postre. Despuis de las clases de la tarde comemos algo ligero:
tortilla, por exemplo, y fruta tra vez. Y, por supuesto, café para estudiar
por la noche- algunos estudiantes toman t6 para estudiar o Coca-cola.
Cuando tenemos clase por la mailana, estudiamos en casa 9 ert la biblioteca
por la tarde; y cuando tenemos clase por la tarde, estudiamos en casa o
en la biblioteca por la mañana,Pero siempre tenemos que estudiar por la
noche tambi6n. Ntfnca hay clase en la universidad los sábados. Y la biblio-
teca estd cerrada los sábados por la tarde ylos domingos. Tenemos que
estudiar, en casa el fin de semana. Pero nosotros no estudiamos siempre.
Muy a menudo visitamos a nt.testros amigos y charlamos, tomimos cafe o
t6 (nunca tomamos cerveza cuando visitamos a amigos) y cantamos y
tocamos la guitarra.

Ai) por Rosa Pdrez-Parapar

The points for questions are obvious: how do their breakfasts
compare, what are the similarities and differences in their class schedules,
how do they ,travel to class, and so on.

Teaders can make their own sets of contrastive reading'by utilizing
all those examiNion copies of textbOoks they collect, excerpting a
paragraph here and a lengthier passage there. Be sure to cite your
sources, however.

In setting up contrastive cultural activities calling upon the student's,,
globarlinguistic skills, leachers must be careful to put more emphasis
on similarities than on differences. While more research is needed,
Harry ,,Grover Tuttle" and his colleagues have shown die teaching
similarities leads to a more positive attitude toward contact with native
speakers, stressing differences, on the other hand, tends to build up a
student desire for avoidance.

Getting Feedback Necessary for the Fall "Wind Up"

One of the components of the "winding down" phase, in addition
to communicative and cultural activities, building the students' global
linguistic capabilities, and exynding the students' knowledge of the

-globe they inhabit, ought to be some kind of student evaluation. Stu-
dent evaluations can contribute a great deal to the strengthening and
improvement of the course in subsequent years.

"j
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A one-page student evaluation form, developed by Jan Hofts, a

French teacher at Indianapolis' John Marshall High School, provides
a good starting point. On Jan's form, students are asked to check "yes,"
"sometimes," or "no" for each of the following:

I. TEACHER
A. Was available for help.
B. YrBpleasant, friendly.
C. Was organized.
D. Used a variety of activities.
E. Wasted too much classtime.
F. ti.'as toot easy in discipline.

II. GRADES AND WORK
A. Too much homework was assigned.
B. Tests were too long.
C. Grades were fair.
D. Objectives for tests were helpful and clear.

. E. Homework and tests were returned promptly.

Ill. CLASS ATMOSPHERE
A. Was relaxed.
B. Was interesting.
C. Classroom was attractive.

IV. YOU
A. I worked hard.
B. I looked forward to corning to this class every day.
C. I learned more than I thought I would.
D. I will emember learning French as a good experience.

V. COMME TS*

The evaluation might be stronger if we were to make some additions.
Under "Grades and Work," one might want to add:

F. Enough time was devoted to speaking and speaking activi-
ties.

G. We worked enough with culture to keep the course interest-
. ing.

H. There were too many grammar drills'.

I. Too much time was devoted to reading.

Beyond those insertions, one might want to ask one question- in

124
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advance of the "Comments" section: "What did you expect to learn
about the French/Germans/Italians/Romans/Russians/Spanish that
never came up?"

Some teachers are fearful or defensive when the use of student
evaluations is proposed. Most students, when they err in evaluating,
err on the side of generosity. In those few instances in which the stu-
dent evaluations have a vindictive cast, especially when an entire class
responds negatively, 'they may simply be making repayment in kind.
A serious and honest use of student evaluations, at the end of groding
periods as well as at the end of a course, however, can be a clear signal
to students that their teacher is sensitive to their feelings about the
language learning experience and wants to meet their goals as well as
those already set.

Conclusion

"Winding down" the year need not result..in harried or frustrated
students, .fatigued students and teachers, or bored, restless teachers and
students. 'With,.some "low key" care, the last segment of a course or
year can be a positive and pleasurable demonstration ot' "the last for
which the first was made."
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